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,

pople communicate insmany WaySby the epok n and written word, the language of mathematics and
ciende, artistic expreSsiOrand all involVe the se of symbols! Shape, color, pattern and texture; these

:a _:some of the basic symbolsof art to which the hild first:responds. Art heljos students learn to explore
the world, to, bring order to experiences, to bro den perceptions, and, to discipline the imagination
towarddeveloPing avenues of. self- expression. rt provides another means for problem- solving. .Art is
often a powerful motivation for students becau e it enables them to express themselVes' in direct,
concrete:, terms. Clearly, art can enhance learni g; whatever the discipline.

It is.hoped that:A Pattern. for Aft will be an incentive and aid toward further deVeloping art prograpis in
0

Oregon schools. Special thanks to-the Oregon Alliance for Art Education; whose efforts helped, to make
this publication possible. For further information, please contact Jim Goddard, Director, Basic Educa-

. tion, 374-3813, or toll free in Oregori 1-800-452- 813:

Verie A. Duncan
State Superintendent of
Pubric Instruction
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Introduction
According to Oregon Administrative Rule 581122-420, all students at each grade level, through grade 6
are to receive instruction in art, and elective classes are to, be made available in the fine or applied arts
for Students at the seventh or eighth grade level. In addition, OAR 581-227425 requires that students be
provided sufficient educational opportunities at the secondary level in order to satisfy state graduation
requirements, As prescribed under OAR .581 -22 -316, students must earn one unit of credit in the fine or
appliep arts, or in a foreign language.

A Pattern for Art contains suggestions for developing a goal-based instructionpl program' in art.
Organized according to six general program goals for art, sample course goals d:activities follow
which haVe been written at four designated levels: K-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10 -12. Activities are supplementdd with
appendix materials: art vocabulary, bibliography, art and the handicapped, health and safety in art,
strategies for discussion and evaluation, ideas for displaying art work, etc..

A Pattern for Art is designed as a suggested model for district curriculum development committees,.
schpol art committees and classroom teachers for developing goal-based art-programs locally. Goals
and activities should be modified to meet local needs. Activities are meant to represent only a small part
of a total art program; other activities should be included as appropriate.' Some activities include
,classroom time needed; vocabulary and appropriate materials.

An additional twelve activities have been inclUded at the 4-6 level, in response to teacher request's.

The curriculum addressed in this guide is concerned with art education, often casually referred to as
art% We have avoided the word "visual' to encourage reader's to remember that such art is often

multisensory: certainly it is' visual, but it also may invokie other senses.



Goal-Based Planning for Art
Oregon manages K-12 instruction by means of goal-based planning. Goals are guidepoSts.They serve tb
give purpose and direction to a Warring activity. Goals provide a common language for discussinp the
merits of 'various activities as those activities are carried out.

e

In art, just as in any other instructional program offered by an educational :system, a sense of purpose and
direction is, essential to good planning, But what are these purposes and directions? Where do they come
from? Why should the art teacher be concerned? These are questions to be, answered before, effective
planning of an art curriculum can proceed.

Each teacher rhust realize that planning an art curriculum Cannot begin and end only in a given
classroom. It needs to be'done with a sense of similar planning in other classrooms and districts within
the state. - 6

The goals and goal-setting activities prescribed by the Oregon Department of Education provide districts
a common reference for the planning process. In goal-based planning, teachers must consider four
noals: State Goals for Oregon Learners, district goals, program goals, course goals.

State Goals describe what the Deartment 'of Education ttinks students 'should derive from public
Schools in Oregon.

District Goals describe what the community and its sChOols think students ought to derive from public
schpols locally, and how that relkes to state goals:,

Program Goals address whatrdistriCt curriculum planners and art- teachers think students ought to get out
of art educatibn and hoW that relates to diFtric' noatF

Course Goals atldre4 what art teacher tl, , t-5,1: get out c Juctbn
hoA, that relate -, tr pr(ram goals.

Competence" fits, in goal-based planning as a separate but related/ design. It is 'merely one of, twee
graduation requirements.. Districts plan and evaluate instruction by Means of their goals. The district's
minimum requirements.for. grduati121 are based on competence, credit and attelicianctl.

Competence. generally Mean-S. being. capable, fit. For students, it means they indicate competence by
demonstrating theirknowledge and skills. For diStVcts, it means they ust develop a list of indicators of
competence (what many ppople have called "competentie1').. DI tricts verify student competence.

-: through the local list of indicators of Competence.*.

Viewed, then, as two Separate but related designs, goals and indicators of competence may look like,the
chart on the, following page.

I

6

*See Elementary-Secondary Guide for Oregon Schools 1980 Standards for Public Schools. (Salem: Oregon Depariment of
Education, 1980) and Standards GuiUe/Mes.. Co/retence fiegukements (Salem:' Oregon Department of Education, 1980): /

a" /



Producer Citizen Consumer

DISTRICT GOAL

Students will be able to cleve
art:

ills. in
INDICATOR. OF

.! COMPETENC

student . is
able to produce a

-work of art:

. PROGRAM GOf1/41._
t

*. Students will .be able to
J.Grrstand the ways that de-

Ierr.ents and principles
ie as a framework for art

can be used to create
various effects. I

UNIT GOAL---ELEMENTARY*
Grades K-3

Students will be able to name .

and draw the kinds of lines
found in the environment.

.
-i 41-

COURSE G04L---: SECONDARY
Grades '10-12

Students will .,be able to
manipulate design elements
to Convey a desired effect..

'The term unitgow isused at the elementary level in lieu of course goal since ,e1pMentary classes generally are notdivided along'
I the high schqol course pattern..

,

The.systerii of goals is designed to help the teacher and= program specialist plan their own art program, It

prornotes a framework for 4nning that may be shared by all those doing similar planning. It helps in
',planning -for individual stUdel% goals and ikiterests to be done withe limits of available resources. It

should not be used to limit what is planned. Rather it:;ehould. be Usecl as a starting place.



Planing `Activities
,

The pattern or frarhework for any art program is the program and course goals around which the program
is structured. The instructor can build on the pattern in any number of,waYs; the approach depends on the
individual teacher's particular interests and strengths in the field of. This publication contains

'suggested strategies foi achieving goals while incorporating one or more approadhes.

"Hands on" activities usually work best to engage students' ititerest,,,However, actiVitie's need to
interrelate and progress one froM the other, and should not be limited to "one-time" projects. As such,
each activity should include;

-historical background about the art medium to be used in the activity;
-.+

-a discussion of the art concepts which the activity-emphasiziyi

-a review of the vocabulary and language used to communicate in the Medium;
t

-explanatibn and demonstration of the techniques to be used;

-time tb develop ideas and work on projects;

-a 'chance to display, discuss and evaluate projects.

Historical Background

Ihtroduce historical background at The, beginning of the activity: show rfilms, display reproductions or
read accoalts of artists at Work Discovering connections between the art of the past and that of the
present helps students to understand the role of art in society, aAcl how artistic expression has evolved'

Art Concepts
hd'

.0

Part of any discussion of art is an analysis of how design elemeras and principles are ed. Enc rage
d students to examine their immediate environments-closely to help them broaden their erception as to

,how deSign -elements can be perceived in so much of the environment.,

Encourage students to,share ideas: this helps them develop that vocabulary necessary to learn various
IA mediums and to discuss art effectively. It provides a first step toward developing analysis skills. In
this publication, vocabulary words ar included with activities, and students should be able to
understand and use these words according to context. Studer-its-should be encouraged to compile
vocabulary lists a9d add new words as they are, introduced into discussion. (See Appendix A, page 63 for
definitions of vocabulary used in the text.),

Techniques

The most effective way to introdUce techniques for using tools and materials5ts through demonstration;
however, t ometimes students need to find their own way. The approach will, depend on the activity.
Whatever approach is used, safety precautions shout i be introduced as appropriate. (See Appendix B,
page 69, Health and Safety in Art)

Time

It takes time tb devplop skills, and often repetition is the &lly way that students can come to refine their
techniques and learn to understand the medium. Too, time is neec d to explore possibilities and to
complete projects.

/



Display, Discuss and evaluate
,

At the Oompletion of eachactivify, students should be allowed to display and discuss their projects. (See

Appendix page 71, Strategy for Discussion andEValuation for. Works of. Al) . AttractiVe displpY

.ert nte0vorks of art, and it is a skill that all art students should, know. Displayipg work also sfews that

the instructor recognizes students' accomplishments and that there may be a number of pprbaches to
',9xpressincy.a message. (See; Appendix D; page 73 for ideas on displaying Ivariou types of art)
Discussion helps students to develop skills for analyzing art, using vocabulary; anFI per iving thejr own

projects in terms of broader cultural and .historical perspectives. Students sho d be guided, in
discussioi,i and analysis; the approach should be positive and relate directl)I. to the ork at hand. Peer

analysis helps students' evaluate the degree tai which istic intent was communicated.. (See also
Appendix E, page 77, Guidelines on ConteSts and CoMtitions.)

StUslents should not be made to feel that they are in.competition with one another. Whrle levels of skills

deVelOpment vary according to the student, K-12 students,.generally are in the early stages of artistic
development and they-nped to feel free to explore and analyze art on their own terms, cand at their, own

rates.

-0

Criteria for analyzing work should be based on the following:

. how well it relates to the student's original goal;
4 t

hoW well the student's ideas and feelings are,communicated in the work;

the.,use of tools and materials;

the level of skill, considering the individual student's artistic developrrient level;

how the student feels about the products and the process used;

mf

I

0'
, , /

how well: the student used previdus evaluations to improve work,, including developing individual 0

approaches .to rthe
O

0

EaCh Student's work should ber dated and stored in a portfolio. The portfc5lio simply may be heet of, .

railroad board folded and .-taPed to create a sturdy envelope.. The portfolid is a record of student's

progress providing clues as to aTas needing reinforcernent .. t. ,
/

. . ..
i . . .

. t. -

As students.differ in abilities and interests, the teacher needs to consider differences when planning.,

activities. To_o, special Considerations. may be needed for fh6 student who. is handioapped; (See
Appendix P, page 79 for,suggestions on ways to adapt prdgrIms for' handicapped students. Any stuele`nt.

who wishes to participate in at courses must be allowed that opportuhity, regardless of a\bilitY
e. -,

Mani vities.in this publication maybe presented as part of other subject areas; eg, science, scictal_

\- stud ironmental studies, reeding and composition. The instructor should try to relatepri to other '
4 t areas m:Study when.eyr possible..

2
.

*.i ,t.

I q:

See Appendix G, page. 81. for a bibliography, films and materials which supplement sample activites.

I



Goals for Ail Education
K-12

.
The following section contains sutg&Sted course-goals and activities' which are designed to meth the
intention of the six suggested program goals. Goals and activities are\rot meant to represent a complete
art' program; rather, tbey are intended to serve as a starting point 'from Which districts cari design their
own programs. And while each activity is designed to meet a specific course goal, a number of activities
often contain elements which would lead toward meeting other goals as well.

41,

1
1 ,1



Program Goals

Students will be able to
analyze art in terms of his-
torical and contemporary
points of view.

Students will know ways
art affects and is affeced
by the environment.

te'
Students will be able to
pursue artistic interests in
both career and avocation -
al activities. -(

Course Goals

Students will be able to identify the lines used by artists in -a variety of art
representations and describe the feelings such lines convey. (K-3)

Students wille able to destribe a particular work of art based on subject matter.
use of- design elements, and the feeling conveyed by the piece. (4-6)

Students will be able to (-4 ' nreferer---. for particular types of art based on
design characteristics nssion. (4-6)

Students will be a.
to be known as tr

:hemes and motifs which have come
sts. (4:6)

Students will know various criteria for evaluating art, and be able to write
evaluations of works of art using such criteria. (7-9)

Students will be able to identify how major schools of thought in art influence
artiti expression. (10-12)

Students will be able to identify and describe various regions in Oregon and .
relate how structures built in these regions reflect environmental conditions.
(K-3)

Students will be able to identify and describe a Variety of regions worldwide and
relate how structures built in these regions reflect environmental conditions.
(4-6)

Students will be able., to describe architectural characteristics of buildings of
historic note locally. (4-6)

Students will know how to affect the visual appearance of home and school
environments and how changing an environment can influence the atmosphere'
and function of that environment. (4-6)

students will be able. to make changes in environments through the selection or
creation of art which takes into consideration social, economic and environmen-

factors: (7-9)

Students will know how art can improve the appearance of the community.
(10-12) ,

Students will be able to identify a variety of structures and. objects which are
personally interesting, and-identify Who constructed each and why. (K-3)

Students, will be able to identify and describe aspects of art involved in
occupations and hobbies of relatives and 'friends, (4-6)

Students will know how thinking in artistic terms and experimenting from an
artistic' -point of view can be used in problem solving. (4-6)

Students will be able to utilize skills in artistic expression for self-initlated
activities. (4-6T

Students will be able to qv' elute how the understanding of design principles
enhances occupational success in the fine or applied arts. (7-9)

Students will be able reevaluate their own potential for careers or hobbles which
involve artistic skills iri terms of personal interests and abilities. (10-12)

,



Program Goals

Students will be able
to understand the ways
that design ments
and principles ser
a framework for art and
can be used to, create
various effects.

Students will be able to
use tools, materials and
processes to create works
of art.

Students will understand
the interrelationships of art
and cultures fast and
pi.esent.

Course Goals

Students will be able to name and draw the kinds of 'fries found in the
environment. (K -3)

Students will be ablelo represent movement,' pattern d texture by use of line.
(4-6)

Students will be able to define the term "value" as it applies to cor and1be able
to utilize color value as an element of design. (456) .

Students Wi6bp able to otiliie the principles variety and repetition to achieve
compositional unity. (r 6)

Students will be able to include u,u _ a: art of their own artwork in a
variety of. media. (749)

Students will be able to manipulate design eleni'ents to convey a desireqeffect.
(10-12) 4`1

Students will be able to record the variety of lines which make up the environ-
ment, and diFuss the feeling such' lines convey. (K-3)

1

Students will be able to draw simple shapes found in every/day life. (4-6)
NN)

Students will be able to produce a series of prints of good quality. (4-6)'

Students will be able to create three-dimerrsion6lformS by utilizing additive and ,-
subtraCtive techniques. (4-6) I

. \
Studehts will bra able to record the human form, (7-9)

r,
Students will.be able to select tools, materials and processes apPropriNe to their
purpose. (10-12)

_ .

Students will be able to identify and describe subjects and thernes depicted in a
variety of works of art. (K -3)

Students will be able to compare and contrast a number of styles of art and
attribute each to its appropriate culture and period. (4-6)

Students will be able to describe designs and motifs Which artists have adapted
from nature. (4-6)

Students will be able to describe the major purposes whichart serves: ornamen-
tation, documentation, self-expression, political and religious expression, func-
tional design. (4-6)

Students will be able to compare and contrast art Styles of various cultures, as
interpreted through one art medium. (7-9)

Students will be able to-interpret art styles and periods in terms of the cultural
values of given .societies, (110-12)
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*I 4

Students Will be able to understand the ways that design elements and
principi4s serve as a framework for art and can be used to create various eife ts.

1

1 1

o.

Students will be able to name and, draw the kinds of lines
found in the environment. (K-3)

Students will be able to t movement, pattern and texture
use,nf line. (4-6)

Students will be able to define the term "value"as it-applies to color and be able
to utilize color value as an element of design. (4-6)

Stu tints will be iable to utiliZe the principles of variety and repetition
''''to achieve compdsitional unity: (4-.6)

Student,s.Will be able to include the use'of line as part of their own artwork
t in a Variety ;of media. (7 -9) ..

g

Students will be able to manipulate design elements to
convey a desired effect. (10-12) .

Students learn to use the major elements of designsuch as line,
shape, color, pattern, texture, spaceto create an effect. The
effect may be a feeling of balance or unify. In depioting a row of
trees, use of vertical line may convey a sense of dignity and
continuity. The elements of design are among the basic tools for
9ommunicating effectively through art and about art

9

1 r



Students will be able to name and draw the kinds of lines,
found in the environment -

K-3

Help -students look for lines evident in the blessroOrn. Point out that edges of objects/form lines, such as
Where floor tiles meet; clothing (seams; patterns, stitching), books (binding, edges of pages), shoes

(seams, laces,. stripes, soles) contain lints. Then ask students to identify lines found outside the
clasSroom. Point Out the difference between lines which,arpnatUral (a row of trees, patterns of leaves and
branches) and those which are built (roo)'tops, power lines). guilt lines fend to be predominantly straight,
consistent, meeting ,at angles; natural lines aro more irregular;bury ipie -:nrnetricj. Both may be thicI7
or thlriTsoft or harsh.

Draw various types of lines on the blackboard and latiol ,:t iptivu names suggested by the
students. Ask student volunteers to stand and try to evoke various lines with their Whole bodies and ask
them to describe how it feels to be a certain type of line.

Next, ask students ,to draw and classifynatUral ,and built lines. Collect and display student work.

Vocabblary Materials
, .

broken natural 12" x 18" white draWing paper or colored construction
built soft paper '

curved straight crayon, oil pastels, or pencil
dOtted thick
'hard thin .;
line i wavey
!doping zigzag '

Notes



a

Students will be able to represent Movement, pattern and texture
.by . use'

4-6.-

Explain that line has many purposes in art other than defining the outline of objects a shapes; line ban
be used lo create movement, patterns and texture. By way of illustration, display pho ographs or show
slides or the film "Discovering Line"* from BFA Associates.

Next,' draw any type of line across a piece of Paper or on the board:" add lines which approximately
parallel and do not touch or cross the original line until the surface area is filled. Distribute paper and
pencils or pens to the class' and ask students to draw lines and fill out their sheets of paper in a,similar
fashion. When students are finished, displaitheir compositions ai'd c1;2, to-describe the effects
various works evoke. Point Out examples of movement, pattern and texture and, where possible','relate
these examples to objects and surfaces found in nature as well as those which are built. (50 minutes;
some students may require additional time.)

Additional Activity
..e'

Creative Drawing by Ernst Rottger includes activities ,which expand upbn the above actiyity, such as
drawing three versions of the same geometric shape on a sheet of paper and then-drawing lines which
parallel the edges Of these shapes until the sheet is filled; Sawing a large block letter and pr9ceeding
much the same. The activity cpn be expanded by using Raper of various sizes and shapes; eg, paper

-plates, scraps from. a print shop, adding machine tape, etc. Thig,approach can help students develop
greater awarenes of shapes other than those-of the standard rectangle, and sizes other than 9"4X\12" or
12" x 18". /
Vocabulary

outline
diagonal
horizontal
intersecting
movement
parallel

Notes

pattern
perpendicular
repetition.
texture
vertical

*Soo resourOv list in Appendix.

t

'-",",e;

Materials

9" \ix 12" white drawing paper
,fine_tip felt pens or sharp pencils
photographs, slides, or "Discovering Line"
creative Drawing by,Ernst Rottger

12
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Students will be able to define the term "vgItle" as it applies to color and kie able
to Utilize color-value as an element of design.

4-6

Explain to students that thp term ''value" means th6 relative lightness or darkness of a color. Askstudents
tchompare the lightness and darkness-of colors found in the color wheel. Which is lightest? Which
darkest? Can they be arranged in an Order from lightest to darkest? -

a

ext, explain that a monochromatic color Scheme is one in which only one color is used. Explain how to
change the value of a color: adding white lightens, black darkens. Display photographs and ask students
to point\ out and name the lightest. and darkest values. Ho.v many values appear?. Usually, photographs
are/predominantly monochromaticone cokir with a wide range of values. Discuss this idea as a class.

DernOnstrate that a. range of values can be created with black, white, and one 'color of tissue paper. By

combining and overlapping layers'of tissue, additional values are created. Lead, into collage techniques:
paint glue on a piece of oaktag, tear tissue into various shapes, place tissue in position to form a first
layer, glue over this layer before adding the next, layer. Next, distribute materials to the class. Ask
students to think about' the kinds of compdsitions they wish to create, poSsjbly using photographs for
inspiration./Some students may wish to lightly pencil outlines on the oaktag as .a guide; tissue should be
torn, not cut, to enhance the effect of value transitions.

Displhy finished collages. Discuss as a class.now the use of values can express feeling, show depth of
field, emphasize a point or theme, Did students achieve a wide range of values? (60 minutes, with more

time as necessary; 25 minutes additional if film shown)

'4)

-Vocabulary

blendipg intensity
collage monochromatic
compare shade
contrast tint
emphasis value

\ hue °

1

Notes

°N,

Materials'

color wheel -

photographs of distant landscapes, ice, Clouds,
leaf-patternsemphasizing monochromatic.
schemes

12" x 18" oaktae
cellulose glue (like metylan), glue
brushes
tissue paper in a wide range of colors and values
"Discovering Light and Dark" from BFA Associates
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Students.will 10°,40' to utilize the principles of variety and repetition

achieve compositionar unity. 1,

4-6

a.

Discuss as a class the definitions of vocabulary word's listed below. Apply these definitions to shape
and ask students which shapes repeat, which shapes vary, and how repetition and variety make for
compositional unity.

Next, distribute cardboqd bases and ask students to select from among wooden pieces or other material
for use, in their own compositions; enough material should be provided to cover bases. Ask students to
experimeni with various types of composition before selecting final designs. Studegits should consider
how they have uSed repetition, for instance, to create feelings of order and wholeness. Variety can be
achieved by using pieces of various thickness among repeated shapes:. variety keeps compositions
interesting. Then have students glue their final arrrangements,intoplace. When the Pompdsitions are dry,'
spray paint them with metallic paint, then brush on oil-based paint or have students apply'shoe polish.
Next, when paint'and polish have dried somewhat, have students buff with rags or wire brush to highlight

,raised areas and leave shadows in those areas which are recessed.

Display and discuss compositions. Were students able to achieve; unified compositions through the use
of repetition ?-What makes compositions interesting? (Two or three 45-minute periods)

Additional Activity .

Groups of three students might work togethert6 create 3-panel (triptych) compoSitions utilizing the same
technique.

Vocabulary
a

Materials

composition heavy cardboard bases 12" x 12"
repetition white glue
unity metallic paint, oil-based paint, shoe polish
variety any material that is available: boxes, scraps of wood,

cardboard cubes, 'paper

Notes



Students will be able to include the use of 'One as paii.of their own artwork'
in a variety of media.

7-9

Lead,a short review on quality of line:thick/thin, sharp/fuzzy, static/dynamic, broken/continuous. DiScuss
feelings created by different line qualities. Next, discuSs the types of line "utilities crenthri by differeht
tools and materials.

Ask students to.create compositions based cin line uality. Have there experiment with various tools and
materials, keeping in mind the kinds of feeling the hope their final compositions will convey. Theh have
them select tools and materials and create compositions.

Display compositions in class. Discuss the degree to which the tools and materials used to create lines
helped to ,express the feelings students hoped to conveYw

Notes

. Materials

brushes and paint, pdh and ink, yarn and glue, chalk,
pencils

draWing paper and tagboard

15
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Studehts will be able to manipulate design elements to
convey a desired effect.

10-12
a

Review the ways in Which design elements can be manipulated to achieve various effects. Have students
collect photographs, illustrations or slides which illustrate a number of moods and effects. Next, ask

students to select materials to achieve,certain moods or effects by manipulating elements of design and
using design,' principles in creating compositions.

Display and critique students' trpositions. Have design elements achieved esired effects or moods? .

How would a different use of .1-fne or color, or materials, contribute- to mor 1 effective' compositions?

Notes

*\

G57
y
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Students will be able to use tools, materlalb
and processes to create works of art.

Students will be able to record the variety Of lilies which make up the environment
nab di cuss the feelings such lirjes convey. (K-3)

Students will be able to draw simple shapes found in everyday life. (4-6)
*

Students will be able ,to produce a ,series of printsAof good quality. (46)

Students will be able to three-dimensionl forms by utilizing 'additive
and subtractive techniques. (46)

Students will be able to record the human; form. (7-9)
,

, Students /will be able/ to- select tools, materials and proceSses appropriate/ -t,to their Purpose. (10-12)

Students learn to control materials and tools used to produce'
%works of art. As students gain increased problera-solving
experience in handling materials and tools in a variety of ways,
they gain the expertise and confidence needed to produce works
of art independently. For example, once students can control paint
brushes and have sufficient experience in the, use of color, 'they
can produce plaintings -which are pleasing to the eye and which
conynunicate artistic intention effectively.

"It



Students be able to recordThe variety of lines which make up the environment
and discuss the feeling such lines convey.

K-3
6

. .

,

COndidetgudentS 'on Ssnature walk, and have. them collect011ect various spe6mens which illuetpte various
hypes of line found in nature. Help students beCorne aware, of jhe Specimens 'types of lines they see. Spec.i
migyt include leave's, flowers; moss, tree twigs( etc.

Back in Gigss, distribute paper and drawing tools and ask students_ to record as accurately aq possible 't-`'

the cutlineS. end the details of the objects they found. Explain how outline defines the edges of an object; .
whereas details depict/interior forms tind surface qualities of the object. DispIN student drawings and
discuss the feeling these dreWings suggest. Are drawings of similar objebtthe same? Do they create the

'same feelings? Why ar6 drawings of similar objects
: f

different?, (Two 80-minute periods) 1,

%.
,,

Additional Activity .,
, -. . . .

activity, only ask studehts to draw familiar aRepeat the above activitu r built objects, either in the classrobm or at , °

home./ThiS activity easily could relate to the study of .basic geometric shapes.
, ,

Vocabulary Materials

objects collected in nature, from h me, on'the school
grounds or in the classroom

soft pencils or charcoal
12" x 18" white drawing paper or colored

construction paper

built
"de,tai Is
natural
outline

Notes

ed
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StUdents will te able o simple shapes found in everyday
o

6 4-6

Explain to students that the hand can be trained to record what the eye sees mudi in the same rnanne as
the hands orthelbianist can be trained to plaY notes of music without looking at the keyboard. DraWing
withouldaoking helps develop rlerceptual skills, eye-hand coordination, and a fluicle ressive line style.,

N&t, have studepts select objects in the classroom which are .of interest to them; Provide some new or
unusual objects, or simply bring everyday objects to the students' attention. Then arrange selec,ted4

objects into a still life. Distribute paper and pencirs to the class and ask students to draw the still life.'
.,Sludents should let the eye follow the outline or contour line of the,objects very slovZily whilelecording
line on paper. Have then closeveral,drawings; emphasize that students should take their time ana use all
of the. time allotted for each draWindt. ti
Display and aiscuss drawings with students. Students will notice that results,improve'from fir-St to ra
draWirlgs, and thoSeistudents who resist)he temptation to look at the paper le drawing will achieve a,
freer, i'nore,expressive Ifne that 'will become increasingly more ccurat with practibe. .(41t minutes)

-
I

it.

a

Additional Activity

Repeat the technique deScribed abOSA- using a student as a model. Activity may psgpzeated Using larger

or smaller than tife-Size Scale.

Vocabulary

contour
stilt! life

Notes

Materials

white drawing paper
pencils

7

zo



Students will be able to produce eserips of prints .of good quality.-

4-6
,7'

t

7.,
Ask students to make several Irne dra ings in some detail, and then ask each udent to" select one
Drawing to...sketch on _Cardboard or.masonite base plock. Show students how to a ply a line of gluaoyeg
the line of design and press on lengths of cord, Explain that it is intended that the ink used later tb make
prints will print only, from'the surface of the cord, and that the thickness of cord det rMines the thickness

' of line in the print.

Distribute cardboard or masonite base blocks, and ask students to sketch .their designs on these
surfaces. Have students select cord for.their designs; encourage students" to Create patterns within-the
design outline by gluing cor c ed, zigzag or other, patterns. Allow thaVue to dry overnight. ",

o

the follow4Ig day, Show students how to r II water-based ink out c rnon. of, cardboard or .masonite
base, block;At first; the cord may need to be inked several times to achieye a clean, gyen print surface.
Plebe paper over the inked -block and rub with the heel of the hand or. with'a epOon. Lift prints off to dry.
(Be sure to have a drying area preparedin advance:) Then have students make prints, emphasizing' even
inking and clean print. This will'. take time and require patience. Filially; show stUdentsaccepted ways for
signing' prints Jay Jones 2110student''e name and number in series).

When each print is completed, set it aside to dry Mien finished printin6, the print block shoUld be rinsed
with water and ,eptfdr possible future.use. Once prints have dried, displaithem and discuss the use of .

line and pattern in the designs. Were students_ able to achieve goOd quality prints? (Two_ or three
50-minute periods)

Additibriaf Activity
'0

Prints also can be made using plasterblocks mlide in half -pint milk carton S or by using paraffin blocks.
Blocks can be Carved using kitchen table knives.

Vocabblary

brayer 2,,
positiye image
print
printmaking,

Notes

,

.Materials
r

9" x 12" white, drawirig paper_or colored construction
paper

water-based inks
brayers

s9" x 12" heavy cardboard; masonite, fOrmica, or
plexiglas blocks ,

white glue
cord of various weights

C. 21
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Studentsewill be able to 'cre'ate three- dimensional forms by tHiliking additive
and subOactive techniques.

4-6

. ,

Show -the film The Loon's Necklace" and discuss with students why people wear masks (ie, ceremony,
disghise, protebtion, cosmetic and expressive reasonS)!Ask students to visualize the kinds of masks'they
would like to make in this activity,' and for what purposes they would..wear,such Masks. Gover desks or
tableS with newspaper or canvas. Provide students with 4" cubes of clay. Ask thern to form these cubes
into smooth round balls and then flatten the balls by, turning arid patting gently with the heel of the palm
until the clay forms an oval shape approximately the same size as a 'human face and approximately 3/8"

....

thick i . ,

Students may wish to form their masks over the face of another student. Clay shbuld be pressed quickly
and gently to moldto the basic contours of the face; then the molded clay stiouKI.ipe placed over a mound

of wadded newspaper to support it'untill it dries. Masks also can be Molded cier a mound b paof newsper.,

It shoUld be noted that masks need not be-realistic; elk:1w for imaginativii interpretation on the part of

students. .

, .,

.

Using scraps of clay, have student mold featUres and add them to theitthatks.-Point Out,to students that
such features as eyebrows, cheekbones, nose, I iRstfig19, protrude:',Using iirigers and tools, have students

. remove clay to model the recessed areas- of the face (ie, eyes, ears, 'nostrils, wrinkles, etc).

When class' is over for the day, cover masks with damp paper towels and secure plastic. wrap

Masks to exclude air.
arounci

When masks ar inished and air-dried, they may be firpd and then, glazed or painted with tempera or
acrylic paint, or with-a stain. of concrete sealer colored with oil paint.

, Display firaibhed masks. Discbits the different ways that students added and subtracted clay to create
their masks. Ask each student to describe the purbose,of the mask, and have the class respond with
comments on how the mask makes them feel, and whether or not it achieves its purpose. (Two50-minute

.periods)

Vocabulary

additive
depress
protrude
subtr'active
texture

Materials

'The Loon's, Necklace" (a film on Northwest l'hdian
masks)

ceramic clay
newspaper or canvas
table knives
plastic wrap
assortment of household tools (fork, garlic Orpss, etc)

to create textures
glazes or phints

t



Students will be able to record, ihe human forrn.

7-9

Discuss the basic form and proportions cif the human body. tell stude think of the humanbody as
7-1/2 heads tall, with-the he6d and torso measuring 3 heads, and the hip a he half-way point. The legs
are one-half the lendth of the body; the knee is at the half-way point of t leg. Hands and feet are very
close in length tb the length of the face. The arms, with fingers outsre , hang to mid-thigh; the elbows
are in alignment with the waist. A female's shoulders are ap imately the same width as the hips; the
maleN shoulders-are-broader.

Review the concept of contour drawing with relationship to the human form. Ask student volunteers to
pose for the class and have students execute a series of four inute drawings. A new model should
be used for each five-rninute sitting. Then ask students draw fo a pose 15 to 20 minutes in length.
Beginning' with a light outline of the form, students s uld develop eir drawings into finished wprks,
with, attention to shape and proportion, as well as uality of line.

Display all drawings and discuss the feelihg co eyed,by each To hat degree were students able to
(10record the shapes and proportions of models ccurately? Has the accuracy of finat4rawings been

fluenced by contour drawing techniques? riticism should be positive, and nonpersonal. Students'
work should be stored in portfolios and r erred to when the activity is repeated to determine what
progress has beer, made in skills devel pment. (50 minutes; repeat during course.) .a,

Vocabulary

aesthetic
contour drawing
line quality
proportion
shape

Notes

Materials

drawing paper
pencils or brush and ink

23



Students will be gable to select tools, materials and processes appropriate
to their purpose.

10-12

Ask students to spontaneously generate 100 statements which begin "I feel that . . ." Write the
statements on the board and have each student select three to five statements which seem topalate to
each other and about which the student feel*trongly. Then show5tudents how an art medium such as
sketching can be used to convey the content of related statements. Have students select tools, materials
and processes which will convey most effectively the content of statements which they have selected; ie,
sketching, painting, 'prints': triptych painting, collage or montage techniques.

Display students' work. Critique each piece, evaluating the degree to which thelools, materials and
processes were utilized effectively to convey the artist's intention. Were students able to translate
feelings or ideas into visual expressions?

Vocabulary

collage
montage
triptych



Students'wlIl understand the Interrelationships'
of-art and cultures past. and present.

Students will be able to identify and describe subjects and themes
depicted in a variety of works of art. (K-3)

Students will be able to compare and contrast a number of styles of art bnd attribute
each to its appropriate culfure and period. (4-6)

Students will be able to describe designs and motifs which artists have adapted
from nature. (4-6)

Students will be able to describe the major,purposes which' art serves: ornamenta-
tion, documentation, self-expression, political and religiouS expression, functional

design. (4-6)

Students will be able to a and contrast art stylesgf various cultures, as
interpreted through one art medium. (7-9)

Students will, be 'able to interpret ,art styles and Periods in terms of the cultural
values of given societies. (10-12)

Students learri that art is part of dailyk life and that throughout
history, connections are evident between the environment and
articles of everyday u§e and art, forms. For example, in the Pacific
Northwest, the environment is reflected in the art and artifacts of
the Northwest Indian tribes, as evidenced by the use of salmon,
whale and beat motifs, as well as the use of materials, such as
cedar, which are indigenous to the area.

25



Students-will be able to identify and *describe subjects and themes
depicted in a variety ervorks of art.

K-3

Ask students what 'types of subjects they would photograph if they had access to a camera. List
responses by Category on the board; ie,' people, places, buildings, nature, animals, activities, etc.
Discuss why various subjects or themes are of interest to ollildren. Are these same 'subjects also
interesting to adults? Do these subjects interest children in other parts of the world? Would they have
been interesting to children of an earlier.time? Next, discuss whether there are certain subjects which a..ti)
interesting to, people, but impossible to photograph; ie, dreams,, memory, the, future, ideas.

Show the class various art reproductions, and ask students which contain 'subject matter that can be
photographed. Which reprodUctiOns depict similar subjects? HoW dd subjects and approaches differ?
Which were created long ago? Which more recently?

Load a camera with black and white film and have stUdents choose subjects: and photograph them:
close up, far away, upside down; -tom the side, the back, from abcive,' below. Mount each students
photographs on;a sheet of railroad board for display; discus which views are the most interesting and

__.how the subject changes in shape according to the angle d distance. (60 minufes;:repeat as time
Mows.)

Additfonal Activity

Have students, Choose a single Object and do three, large. rawings on the same,pade depicting:rth'e
entire object, part of it,,and as viewed from an unusual angle. Mount drawings on the bulletin board a d

\.)

sk which angles are the most interesting, etc. '

:.Ma enals

'reprOducttObaOf prt representing a Wide range o
sdtijeCt'i-natten people, places, buildings, natur

::anirnals:gaatkvities-,sUch as cooking and sports, et
:

Notes

2'

4
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Students will be able to compare and contrast a number of slides of art and attribute
each to its appropriate culture and period.

fal 4-6

Display models of a number of typeS of homes and shelters Irom various cultures, and ask students what
was taken into consideration in building each structure. What tools were used? What type of climate was
each designed for? What materials were available? Does the material affect the useful life oethe
structure? WaS the structure intended to be temporary or permanent? What types of permanent structures
did each culture build? nor

to

Ask students to' compare and contrast tke Styles of various types of structures; In the mountains, steep
roof lines help shed snow, and windows re small to keep out the cold. The size of a structure often is
determined by the number of people who will inhabit the structure and what the structure will be use0 for.
Using a style and environment traditional for a given structure, ask each student to create a new version,
of the original using a different, perhaps new material: .Possible choices include: paper, cardboard,
plaStic, fabric, etc:As a Math-related activity, students might be asked to create accurate scale models,
with an emphasis on measurement skills.

Compare students' models with originals. Do differtnt materials change the effectiveness of the designs?
For example, how would using clay for a teepee affect its portability, its ability to act as a sound barrier,,

etc? (30 minutes discussion; one hour or, more activity time)

Additional Activity
B.

Repeat the above method using masks, sculpture, pottery, clothing or some other category of.art objects.
Activities could be a. part of social studies; how did environment, custom and history affect artistic
expression in various cultures?

Vocabulary

culture
environment
habitat
material
model

Notes

natural
shelter:
synthetic
technology 0

Materials

pictures or modelTof structures from various cultures

1.

28
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Studefits will be able to describe signs and motifs which artists have adapted
from ,nature.

-4-6

In conjunction with social studies classes, arrange for a class field trip to view the masks and dances of
Chiqf

%

Lelooska, the Ind 'an collection at Maryhill Museum, the quilt collection at the Jacksonville
Museum, or a similar collection at a local museum. Explain to the tour guide your interest in identifying
design motifs nature. For examp , often quilt patterns will be named for a plant, such as
"While," or a tural phenornenon, Such as "SM.' and Moon" or "Starburst." The guide can help
explain the techniques and materials used in the craft. Provide, students with worksheets on. which to
record names of objects, materials and techniqUes used the number and variety of:design motifs, as well
as quick sketches`of those motifs. Worksheets help ensure active student participation in the tour.

*Ask studentd to think about the following types of questions while on tou for later discussion in the
,

classroom: .
UU

" A

Why might an artist select these rribtifsgfrPrn nature? Is the motif a realistic representation of the actual
object?)-low is it different? Usually, alpolif will be much simplified and stylized; Often, it will be, epeated
to 'form a pattern. How doss a motif, become stylized? Stylization occurs as: a result of a motif, being

_repeated many times over a long period of time until it becomes simplified and a conventional style
emerges. Alphabets are perfect examples of stylization. Tradition often dictates style in crafts.

Ask each student to select one motif from the worksheet that is particularly appealing and'draw it on a
pieceibf construction paper that has been cut into a 3"1)Square. Cut the motif out, and use it as a pattern to
cut out a. total of 24 motifs. Motifs can be all one color, or two or three related colors. Have students
arrange motifs on a background sheet'of construction paper in a contrasting color, 12" x 18".Arrange-
ments should be in formally organized patterns and the teacher should cheat final, arrangements before
students glue pieces in place.

44,1Display and discus student work. Ask students to identify the sources in natOre'1;v1iictiiritpired the motifs
used by other students in their patterns: (Three or four 50-mihute periodsy-y.,J,' .1-

,Additional Activity
r

, Repeat the above activity, allowing students to use two motifs to create patterns. Repeat this activity
when asking students to create symmetrically balanced designs.

Vocabulary

motif
pattern
stylization

Notes

Materials

12" x 18" colored construction paper
scissors, glue



4,, 4

ente 41 be able to describe the major purposes which art' serves: ornam4nta-(
tio , documentation, self-exj3ression, political and religious expression, functional

design.

Ask students to speculate briefly on what art is and why artists create. Lidt-on the blackboard the different
categories of art which students mention and reasons why students think that artists Create. Responses to
the latter question might include: art for religiOus purposes (churches, temples, statues, symbols; masks,
body decoration), art for ornamentation Iclothing, jeWelry, bUilding decoration, embroidery), documenta,
tion (to record historic events, portraiture, illustration), functional design (furniture; automobiles, homes,
tools, dishes), and self-eRpression (to communicate a feeling, an attitude, or idea). Next, show the film
"Why Man Creates" andcontinue the discdsion,

.
.Ask students to create a bulletin board display by cutting out Jetter headings for each category, and
cutting out or creating display examples under each dealing. This activity could relate easily to the study
of a particular culture in social studies or history. Check the accdracy of students'_Rlacement of
examples. Discuss with students the variety of examples and how each fulfillsits artistic function. (Two or
three 45-minute periods)

Vocabulary

architecture
decoration
documentation
historical

Notes

Materials

ornamentation - "Why Man dreates:' film
religion art or nature magaZine
utility

C
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Students will be.able to compare and contrast art styles of various cultures, as
interpreted throughone art medium.

7- (

Display reproductions of works by several. artists reprebenting one culture (eg, Eskimo, Polynesian,
Japanese) and if available,. glow a film about the art of that'culture. As a class, discuss: What interests
do these artists have in common? Hopi does the subject matter reflect the society the artists lived in?
Were these artists expreasing their own 'views or were they paid to express the views of patrons? How do
the materials and tools used reflect the society that the artists lived in?

Ask each,student to chobse an artist to study in more detail; provide books about the artist and culture.
After an appropriate period of study, haye each student prepare an illustrated oral report that addresses
questions emphasized duting discussion, including: What was the artist's role in this society? How was
the artist's work valued and why? Does the artist's work reflect conditions and appearancee of the
period? Allow'time for strident questiorifP (Five .50-minute periods)

leproductions of work by artists of one culture
'books bput the cultUre and its artists
"The rt of . . ." series by Shirley Glubok
book liSted in the bibliography
film, available

eg

31
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Students will be able to interpret art styles and periods in terms of,the cultural
values of, given societies. .N

10-12
CPA

Present students with graphic arts illustration epresenting a number of periods, and ask students to
arrange these materials in, chronological order. DisCuss why certain styles of art fit certain periods in

' time Next, INk students in groups to research the time periods illustrated by the examples (eg; the
1890's, World War II, the '60s) to determine the social, political and economic values of the periods. Have
each group present an oral report to the class, followed by discussion on how the values of that period
influenced artistic style. (Five 30-minute periods)

AdditiOnallActiVity

Repeat the ab ve activity from the po t, of view of functions esign, folk art, and the fine arts.

Materials

commercial graphids (advertisements, posters, sheet
music covers, etc)

Notes



.?

Student:v*1H be able to analyze art in
terms of historical and contemporary points of view,;.. i

Students Mir be able to identify the lines used by artists in a variety of art,
representations and describe the feeling such lines convey. (K-3)

Students will be able to describe a particular work of art based on subject matter,
use of deign elements, and the feeling conveyed by the piece. (4-6)

Students will be able to defend preferences.for particular types of art based'on
*, design characteristics and qualities of expression. (4-6)

Students will be able to describe subjects, themes and motifs which have come to
be known as trademark's of certain artists. (4-8).C

Students,will know various criteria for evaluating art, and be able to write evalua-
tions of works of art using such criteria. (7-9)

Students will be able to identify how major, schools of thought in art influence
artistic expression. (10-12)

,

Students gain skills in viewing works of art and'deciding v4ki they
Is prefer cegtain pieces. Students need practiee...and. gyidEince tot-
. learn how to make judgments about all types of art stylei. For

eXample, etudentspay not like their own work brtut not,know why.

a CertainPerhaps the color use in
Through guidance, they learn to identify stlgths and weak-
nesses of various pieces. Perhaps

pleasing, but the' placement of a certain shape does not seem
right. Guidance provides the key to fUrther student development
and students come to know their, own artistic preferences through
exposure to many styles and pieces.



Students will be able to identify the lines used by artists .in: .a variety of
representations and describe the feelings such lines Fonvey..

Show the class a work of art and briefly describe subject matter and media utilized in the Work. Mk
questions which help students discover why certain types of lines were used For example: Did the artist
want to show this subject as being hard, soft, heavy, delicate? How do the lines show that? Then ask
students questionsebout how the image makes them feel:.happy, sad, quiet, excited?:HOw do the lines
bring out this feeling? If the lines were .different, would the feeling be' different?

Repeat the activity using another work. Ask students hoW the use of line differs or is the same and if the
feeling expressed compares or is different. Do all people react to a given work of art in'the same Way?Do
they react similarly to certain types of linei? (20 minutes)

e

Additional Activity

Repeat the above adtivity using natural or man actured objects found in the classroom or on afield trip.Et

Vocabulary

soft -

straight
thick
thin
wavy
zigzag

Materials

a variety of art objects, reProductions, photographs,
illustrations

4.
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Students will be able to describe a particular work of art based on subject matter,-
use of design elements, an the feeling conveyed by the piece *.

" A

4j

Pisplay a photograph, slide, reproduction or transperency to.the class and ask students OD describe the

subject matter depicted, hoW the artist Usechne; color,lexture, and space, and what feeling is conveyed

by the work. Ask students if they like the work, emphasizing that ;Opinions are personal judgments and

that not everyone will like a work equally well Previous experiences and exposure to a variety of art'tyles

influences our peiceptions of images. Have students justify their opinions of the work in a short
paragraph; eg; "I like it because . . . of the olort of how it .makes me feel; it reminds me of a.favorite

place." (30 minutes; repeat often.)

Additional Activity

Repeat the activity using paintings, sculpture, architecture, advertisements, film, jewelry, ceramics,

fabrics, furniture and other categories of fine and functional art ,

color N. medium photographs, slides, reproductionsl- transparencies

compare shape See bibliography. /or sources.
Contrast space
image texture
line value

Notes

dr.

09
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Students will be ,able to defend preferences fdr particular types' of art based on
design characteristics and qualities of expression.

46

1,

o stu entS that one ofthe,main reasons artiss create is to communicate and share rfeelingStand
with ot, ers;,,,DitPlay two reproductions to the 'glass and discuss with students how the;raproduc-

ions make them feel, what they think the artist felt in creating the work, the purpose, whether the artist's
4tecition is clear; and the partiOlar elements of style utilized by the artist line, cs/Vor, texture, shape, the
type of space, Mass, movement," etc. Epdeaage students, to use a variety of Ascriptive words in

A expressing theii feelings '.44b.6161 art. (5O minutes) .;

Additional Activity

Repeat the activity using :cartoens, posters, toys, clothing, record album

Vocabulary

color warm, exciting, bright
cool; quiet, dull
bold; weak
happy, sad

,

ark, thick, heavy space ": deep, -shallow'
light,: fine, delicate closed, open
quiet;;;exciting, : ' full, empty
flowing; stable , vast, restricted

simple, cdrnplex
natural, geoMetric
big, small
stiff, rigid, hard
free, flowing, soft

mass' h@avy,. light
open, solid,
bulky, light
massive, airy

movement -forward, receding,
circular, straight
up, down
excited, quiet

Notes

?
sQ

texture hard, soft
coarse, fine
Shiny, dull
rough, smooth
fluffy, sticky



Students wilhbe able to describe subjectg, themes and-motifs which have come to
be known as trademarks- of certain artists.

46

As a clps, read one of.Shirley Glubok's books (for example, The ArtoiWorthwestindians) about the work
of a specific group \of artists; show slides or display reprpductions of the artists' work. Ask students, to
identify the subject's, themes or motifs used most frequently and list these on the board. Ask students why

they think that ,the artists used these subjects, themes or motifs so often, and the importance of such
symbolism and representation in the daily life, religion; and general physical safety of the artists. Based

on the number of times certain subjects, themes or motifs appear, what objects or ideas did artists value

most

Ask students to name objects or ideas which are important to them, and list these on the board. Compare
the students' list With that of the artists, and talk about the similarities and differences between the two
Discuss why some values ha3e4remained the same while others have changed. (50 minutes)

Additional Activitj

Repeat the above activity for other cultures, or for individual artists from various periods. Ask students to
choose subjects or themes which are important to them (eg, energy conservation)and have them design-.
posters.which make strong statements through the use of color and design. Display the poster's and ask
students to "read" the messages staients wished to convey. Do the posters communicate what was
intended? How? Why not? How could they be altered to communicate more effectively?

Vocabulary

mots
subjects
themes
values

Notes

,Materials

Shirley Glubok's The Art of . books
art reproductions and slides



Students will know various criteria fore evaluating art, andpe able to write,*
evaluations of works of art using such criteria.

44

7-9

Read critical analyses of seVeral familiar works of art; display rr.roductionsas passages are read. Ask
students to describe the Specific criteria used by the authors in making their analyses, and.write.this
criteria-on the board: Examine and categorize the criteria, and then have students use it to evaluate an
unfamiliar work of art. Have each studeht write an analysis of a work of art selected by the student
utilizing criteria developed in class. Are students ablato apply specific criteria when making their own
judgments about art? (Three 50-minute periods) .

Vocabulary

craftsmanship
design elements
design principles
expressive qualities

Not es

11

a

Materials

a variety of reproductions
written critical analyses of art from art journals

and magazines, such as Art irf America
See bibliography for sources.

ZIO
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Students will be able to identify how major schools of thought in art influence
artistic expression.

10-12

If

Hand out a bibliography of art criticism representing a number of schools of thought. Ask each student to
read an article or bookand prepare an in-depth oral report on how the theories put forth by a particular
school had an influence on the development of art. Are students able to determine the relationship
between art and art criticism? (10-minute reports)

Materials

reproductions
articles on art criticism from Time, Newsweek,

Art in America
books

Notes

'
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Students will know way art'affects
and Is affected by .the environment.

Students will be able to identify and describe variou regions in Oregon and relate
how structures built in these regions reflect envir nmental conditions. (K-3)

Students will be able to identify and describe a variety of regions worldwide and
relate how structures built in these regions reflect environmental conditions. (4-6)

Students will be able to describe architectural characteristics of buildings of
historic note locally. c(4-6)

Students will know how to affect the visual appearanee of home and school
environments and how changing an environment can influence the atmosphere

and function of that environment. (4-6)

Students will be able to make changes in environments through the selection or
creation of. art which takes into consideration social, economic

and environmental factors. (7-9)

Students will know how art can improve the appearance of the community. (10-12)

,
Characteristics of the natural and constructed environment may
say a great, deal about a community. Certainly -the environment
reflects the social and economic foundations of the community.
Students learn how environment affects1he individual and, com-
munity, and how to develop a sense of personal responsibility
toward the ehvironmenti For example, knowing that color may
Influence mood, students can observe how color has, been used in
a variety of qettings (eg, on buildings, in a dentist's office, in a
house) and be able to apply such observations to their own
environments.

,
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Students will be able to identify and describe various regions in Oregon and relate
how structures built in these regions reflect environmental conditions.

K-3

Display photographs of Oregon one at a time and ask students to describe the photographs in terms of
line, color, shapes and textures. What types of feelings do these featOres convey? Next, ask students how
they might feel if they lived in various regions of the state. Talk about the materials available in each
region for constructing homes and buildings, and the types of structures best suited for each, including
which structures visually suit the environment best. Using photographs and postcards, have students
match structures to environments. How Well were students able to match shelters with environments after
participating in the discussion? (20 minutes)

Additional Activity

As part of the study df pets or wild animals, have students create environments for animals of their choice.
First model animals from modeling clay, then construct "homes" for the animals using cardboard, paper,
glue, paint; natural materials. Display environments and discuss colors, shapes and textures used, and
how there might be more than one approach used.

Vocabulary Materials

built photographs of Oregon: coast, mountains, high
environment desert, city, river gorge, landscapes and
natural . structures; from books; magazines, postcards,

travel brochures

c,

Notes

ON
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Students'will be able to identify, and describe a variety of regions worldwide and
relate how structures built in these regions reflect environmental conditions.

46

Display photographs ofvarious regions around the world and ask students to discuss the types of lines
which predpminate in each (ie, horizontal and flowing, vertical and jagged, balanced horizontal and
'vertical). HOw would it feel to live in these environments? Why might people want to live there and what
types of work would they do?

411))

Next, discuss with students the idea of building towns in various region-§. Focud the discussion on
needed materials, available natural resources, weather conditions, the types of protection people heed
against the environment, the types of buildings needed for a town,, including the purposes for which
buildings would be used and how many people would use them. If possible, invite an architect to class to
discuss designing buildings to harmonize with the environment.

Distribute magazines and ask stOdents to select photographs of natural landscapes without structures.
Ask them to clip pictures of buildings from magazines and create a town using the landscape
photographs as baclarops..Encourage the ides of harmony between buildings and environments. Once
studenta have arranged buildings, have them glue them in plade. Display and discuss the impact
buildings have on various landscapes. (Two 50-minute periods)

Additional Activity
0

Using the overhead projector, transparencies of various landscapes and transparencies of buildings,
superior ose structures on landscapes and compare and contrast structures and landscapes (eg,
mount i cabin superimposed on a backdrop of the coast). Discuss the environmental impact in each
case.

Vocabulary Materials

cityscape to magazines Better Homes end Gardens, Audubon,
impact Natural History

`landscape 1 photographs of Oregon and around the world

Notes

1



Students will be able to describe architectural characteristics of
buildings of histori(note locally.

4-6

Ask students to name historical buildings in the local community and conduct research on the o i ins of
each. Talk about when Ihe buildings were first constructed, the materials used and the buildings'
original purposes. Show the class photographs and drawings of the buildings in their original settings.
Then, conduct students on a walking tour of these buildings and discuss the present appearance and use
of these buildings,.compared to their original Appearance and use. If possible, invite someone who has
lived in the community for a number of years to adbompanylhe class and describe the changes that have (-
occurred over the years and the factors which brought such changes about. While on tour, have students

"ketch outline drawings, of the buildings on 9" x 12" 'paper; drawings should depict the architectural.."
details of the buildings' facades. Back in class, have students watercolor Wash the drawings, cut them
out and construct a bulletin board display representing the original main street of town. Students should
include people, animals And vehicles characteristic of the period, and any landscaping they feel is
appropriate. (Two or three 50-minute periods)

Vocabulary a Materials

architect
architecture
builder
facade
space

Notes

original drawings or photographs of buildings
from the local historical society

9" x 12" paper
pencils, watercolor paints, brushes, scissors, glue

1

4r,
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Students will now how to affect,the visual appearance of home and school
environments and how changing an envi.r.9nment can influence the atmosphere

and funCtion of that environment.

As a class, have students discuss how each of the following-settings might make them feel: an old stone
castle with banners, gold dishes; a banquet of lords and ladies; an old log cabin, with students dressed
in animal skins and sitting in front of a warm fire; an. Indian lodge; the White House; a cave during
prehistoric times; aboard a submarifeo on a spaceship speeding toward Mars.

Next, discuss how the classroom makes students feel, Can things be changed to give it a better feeling
and to make it look better? Ask students in groups to draw up plans for an ideal classroom. Discuss plans
and the feasibility of making clianges in the classroom to reflect students'- ideas. Make changes as
approrpriate and check periodically with students as to what effects, such changes have brought aboUt..
(One hour or more)

Additional Activities

Have students design their +own ideal bedrooms.

'InVolve students in 'a project to beautify a small area of the school grounds.

Discuss additions, deletions or remodeling done recently on local buildings or in students' homes.

9 9

Vocabulary
/4

aesthetic
environment
function

Notes

Materials

the classroom and its contents

46



Students. will be able to make chahges in environments through the selection or
creation of art which takes into consideration 'Social, economic

and environmental factors.

7-9

Obtain the consent of the school principal to, create a changing environment in the cafeteria, student
lounge, library, counselor's office, or other public access area of the school. Aik students to consider
how the visual appearance of the selected area might affect the use of the area Discust two or three
different environments which might be, feasibla and ask students to select and create one Then, have
students poll the school popUlation: How does the new environment look? How does it make people feel?
Do they behave differently? How?

otes

Materials

drawing paper, colored butcher paper, paint,-
tape, scissors, glue q, 4.

tiosters In, ,,,,

other materials as appropriate ,.

.

a
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Students will know how art can imprcwe the appearance of the community.

10-12

Describe a hypothetical community to students and identify several areas which might detract from the
appearance of the community. As a class, generate a list of tentative solutions. Have the class as a whole,
act as community members, and ask a group of students to develop a survey questionnaire td determine
the needs. and wishes of the community with regard to each,area; diStribute, dollect and tabulate the
results of the questionnaire. Discuss the results and decide which area can be improved most feasibly.
Assign, groups of students to draw up plans, rnbluding approaches for generating community interestartd
support, soliciting materials and services, and obtaining necessary permits'and consents. Have students
develop plans for organizing work parties and .a timeline .for the project. What would be the social and
economic impact on the community of such an 'improvement project?

Notes

,t?
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Students will know ,how ,to pursue artistic interests
in.both career and avocations! activities.

Students will be able to identify a variety of structures and objects which are
personally interesting, and identify who constructed each and why. (K-3)

Students will be able to identify and describe aspects of art involVed`in occupTions
and hobbies of relatives and friend's. (4-6)

Students will know hOw thinking in artistic terms and experimenting from an artistic
point of view can be used in problem solving. (4 -6)

Students will be able to utilize skills in'artistic expressign for
selfFinitiated activities. (4-6)

'Students will be able to evaluate how the understanding of design principles
enhances occupational success in the fine or applied arts. (7-9)

Students will be able to evaluate their own potential for careers or hobbies which
involve artistic skills in terms bf personal interests and abilities. (10-12)

Everyday objects which have come to be taken for granted are,no
longer perceived as the products of human imaglhation, thought
and skill. When students are given opportunities to produce works
of art, they discover that art Is everywhere and that many careers,
hobbies and other endeavors require skills In ^art..

49



Students will be able to identify a variety of structures and objects which are
personally interesting, and identify who constructed 'each and why.

K-3

Have students identify structures and objects which they find interesting personally. Ask:

-How was if made? By hand or machine?

-Did the Pierson who made it have an idea in mind from which to work? A drawing?

-What tools were used? Could it have been made in other shape's?

-What.type of person made the object (eg, artisan, hobbyist)? What skills did this person need in order
to make the 'object?

-Why was it .made? Is it needed? Is it pleasing to look at? 4
-Was the object made for others or for personal use?

-Whit did the person care 'about who made the object? What do you care about personally and what
would you like to make for yourself? For others?

.so

Have students clip pictures from magazines or draw or paint pictures of a variety of constructed objects.
Create a bulletin board mural of the pictures, classifying each according to use (eg, transportation,
personal use, home). Are students able to distinguish which objects are constructed and which occur in
nature ?, (20 minutes; repeat as time allows.)

Vocabulary Materliels

artisan
artist
built
tools

Notes

4,

, A

magazines, pencils, paints, paper
objects selected by students
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Students will be able to identify and describe aspects of art involved in occupations
and 'hobbies of relatives and friends.

In classroom discussion, generate a list of occupations and hobbies on the board. Discuss why people

pursue certain occupations and hobbies and what makes such pursuits enjoyable. What part do the

senses play, such as visual_perCgption? Are these pursuits made better by being aware of and training

the senses? As a follow-up, ask students to interview parents or friends, or invite guest speakers to class

to deteftnine why they pursue certain occupation's and hobbies. What role do the senses play in such

pursuits? What role does art play in each? (Two 50-minute periods)

Notes

7
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"tudents
will know how thinking in artistic terms and experimenting from an artistic,

3 point of view can be used in problem solVing.

4-6

;Ask students to imagine that they have discovered a method 'for sending and receiving voices over a
wire, andnow they must design a device that contains the mechpnical parts necessary. to transmit the
voice. What is the name of this invention? Could it be referred to by another name? Next, ask: What parts
must this device include in'order: to operate (ie, a component to send the voice, a component to receive
the voice, an overall structure to house the parts)? Is there only one way in which to arrange th7, parts? .

What are some of the possible shapes, forms and Colors which this device might take? In what wh. s are-
potential shapes, forms arcl colors limited?

Following discussion, have students design their own versions of this device. First, ask students to snake
pencil sketches; then, cover desks with newspaper, distribute modeling clay, and have-students model
scaled-downversions of their designs. As a final step, paint,the models. Display-models and disCuss the
variety of solutions to the problem. Individual students may wish to describe. problems encountered and
how problems were solved. Ask students: Did you picturethe solution in your imagination first, or did you
find the solution in sketching the design? Did your idea change as you attempted to make a model? In
finclfrigihe SolutiOn, was it difficulltO forget what a telephone looks like; orwas it a help to think about
different telephones you have seen? (One 50-minute period; additional time as required)

Additional Activity

Ha students design fantasy machines, such as a machine that makes banana splits, delivers
neWgpapers, etc. View the film Dog," available through most ESDs.

Vocabulary

experiment image
form imagination
function visualize

Notes .

Do not try taltfainttioil-based modeling clay th water-based paints.

Materials

newspaper
modeling clay; baker's clay
paint

9
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Students will be able to utilize-skills.in artistic expression for
self-initiated activities.

4-6

Set aside a corner in the claSstoom where posters from art museums are displayed, and artbOoks,
filmgtrips, an?a changing selection of art Materials are available to students, EXplain to Students that
they may use this area during free time to pursue art activities of their own choosing. They. may repeat
popular class activities or experiment on their pwg Some Students may wish to read about artists of
earlier times and present short worts. Change(ilirlook and content of thii area frequently in order to
maintain student interest.

Provide an area where art projects can be displayed attractively. Discuss and evaluate projects on a
regular basis and discuss. as a class. Do projects which are self-initiated show a type of development

j that is different than that achieved during regular classroom activities?,,

Materials-, ,

posters, filmstrips, art books, a variety of
art materials

(),

\



Students will, be able to evaluate how the understanding of design principles
enhances occupational success in the fine or applied arts.

7-9

kr

.,

Ask students to maintain journals in which they re\cord occupations under each of four categories: fine'
arts, functioRel (applied) arts, the natural environment, built environments. Have students in small groups
generate lists of occupations for which they think a*nowledge of design would be useful. Ask students to 1,

classify and record these occupations in their journals. What is the relationship between a knowledge of
design and success in a variety of occupations? Next, ask students to conduct interviews by telephone, 1

by letter or in'person with individuals representing &variety of occupations to determine the relationship
between a knowledge of design principles and success in a rticular occupation. Share interView

rtsults as a class. (Two or three 50-minute periods) 4

Vocabulary

title of occupations
generated by the class;
refer to Appendix H,
"Careers in Art, " -page 93.

Notes



atudents will be able to evaluate their own potentiaLfor careers or hobbies which
involve attistic skills in terms of personal interests and abilities.

10;12

Ask each studenty write, a self-evaluation which includes the following consideratiOns:

-the Personal alue of'the skills developed during the course;

-how well thestUdent can apply these skills in art activities;

-how well the Student.feels that such skills will apply to vocational pursuits in the future;

j-4-low well the student feels that such skills will apply to avocational activii es.

Discuss evaluationson an. individual basis and as a class. (Three 50-minute periods)

Vocabulary

avocation
vocation

Notes,
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Why, assess? Assessment is critical-to sound instrpctional planning. Once a school and its communityreach a mutual understanding of what schOolidg is to accomplish (once gbals and graduation require -
ments 'are Set), there is a ,need 'to know whether such outcomes are being reached.

Assessment activites involve both group and individual approaches: how well students do in ,the'<program as a-group helps determinethe course of the program; how well students do individually helps
instructors map out teaching Stratqiies.

The interrelatiohship is shown below. Assessment of each of the elements shown in the figure will provide
ansWers to particUlar 'kinds of qUestions.

. ,

In the Goal-Based Planning for Art Progr section of this guide, four sets of desired outcdffies wereidentified: state goals, district goals, pr gram .'goals and course goals.

Once Instructional plans are implemented, the nstructtor must pose the question: Are students attaining
desired outcomes, and is the art program hel ing them to reach those outcomes? The quality of the
answers to these questions dependg on how ell aSsessment activities ar esigned ancj, carried out.

ASSESSMENTS OF GROUP AND INDIVIDUALPERFORMANCES

-

FASSESSMENT of

1GA)F, PERFORMANCES
related to . .

District Goals
Program Goals
Cciwyr Goals

INDIVIDUAL
PERFORMANCES

related to .

Indicators of Competence
Personal .Goals
Learning Strengths

& Weaknesses

to
identify
GROUP
NEEDS . .

I

to IMPROVE PROGRAMS
by . . .

adjusting plans, goals,
courses, major activities

.)
to to IM.PROVEINST.RUCTION
identify.,
INDIVID4L 4
NEEDS . . . adapting strategies,praptices

materials, performance
,,, requirements

*Assessment in goal-baVed Olanriing is described on pages 12-13 of the Elementary- Secondary Guide for Oregon Schoo/s 1980:ZYanclards for Public SCheols (Salem: Oregon. Department of Education, 1980)..See also pages'17-20 of the Elementary-SecondaryGuide for Oregon SchoOls. Part II, SliggeStIons (Salem: Oregon Department of Education, 1677).



District goal assessment answers the'questiorr Tc5 What extent are students attaining the outcomes of

schooling the community and its schools desire ?.

Pirogram gdal assessment prisWers the question: To what extent are students attaining the outcome art.

teachers arid curriculum planners desire?

Course goal assessment answers the question: To-what extent are students attaining the outcomes art

leachers desire for '"Introduction to Art'.'?

Assessment of personal goals answers the question: To what extent is 'a student attaining those

outcorties designated as of greatest personal importance, need, or interest?

Assessment 'of learning strengths and weakne§ses answers the question: What characteristics reflect-

ed by a etudent's performance can be seen as enhancing or inhibiting attainment or.desired outcomes?

In seeking, answers to these .queslions, student performances which can be accepted as indicators of

attainment of desired' outcomes must be clear. These performance indicators serve to 'guide the

assessment: activity in producing the most needed information. r

Assessment might involve several of the following approaches:

third party assessment (teachers, parents, educates,: advisory cOmmittee§),

*Administrative assessment

Student assessment of the PrOgram and instruction, as well as the level of personal satisfaction

A(.
..<

Use of student monitoring data
00

Student pretest and post-test to determine student growth

Student follow-Lip study

Survey questionnaire§

An an assessment/planning guide

In order to be in Compliance with state requirements, each district must assure that assessment activities

: are carried out in relation to three points: assessment of student demonstration of indicators of

competence required for aractuation; identification oflearning strengths and weaknesses; and at the

10option of the district, he art program may be selected for a special kind of assessment required by the

statean analysis. of rogram goals to determine the extent to which students. must develop or apply

reading, writing and computing skills toward attaining goals for art: Assessment then will focus on

describing how well the necessary skills are being develoPed or: app ied. ---

Depending oh the orgartizatiOn and needs of the school, the art depart ent chair or a teacher of art ma

serve as leader and resource person for all assessment activities. ese 'activities may include:

planning .curriculumeg, goals,se content, lesson planning, methods of teaching

selecting curriculum materials--eg, texts, text supplements, media materials, supplies

testingeg, standardsand Wading, prbgram and course gCal attainment
(

To-help ssess;the progrark the following checklist may 6t helpful:.



Goals are sequential.

Performance indicators are appropriate to the goals.

Tests, whethfer standardized or teacher-made, aCtually test goals.,

Records of achievement in subsequent high school and college courses are
taken into consideration.

OpOortunities Are provided for students- to assess theirown wCrk:--through
class critiques and/or display of Work.

if
Assessment of student progress is an integral part of the learning process
thrOugh individual discussion or class display and discussion of work.,

Goals, performance indicators, instructional procedures, curriculdm materials
and assessment are all consistent and compatible.

Listening, speaking,.reading, ,writing Are assessed in proportion to the ern-,
phasis they,receive in instruction:

Assessment activities are conducted dal ly but not necessarily formally.



A Strategy for DISCUSS/on and. Evaluation

E

GO/delines on Contests and Competitions
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Art' .VoCab Wary

BALANCE

6.(

BLEND

BRAYER

BUILT

Thatwhich makes little or no atteriipt.to representobjects as the
eye' normally sees them.

Formed by, adding of to a, base.

The respons 'to, and recia on of beauty in art and nature.

A surface included within a set df lines.

Methods of expression which reflect a cor')1 non philosOphy.

A-Product of ,hurnan workmanship that usually constitutes an ele-
ment of material culture; a simple product of primitive art.

A person, tratned/skilled in a particular trade,or in making a particu-
lar product.

One who is skilled in creating art through the use of visible'or
tangible mat jars -- whether pen, art mTterials or music.

Free of infor al balance; a balance, that is,felt, but, riot of equal
design on each side.

\,..,)
A feeling of, equilibrium whic can be either SYMMETRICAL (for-%
map or ASYMMETRIC (informal). Equilibrium is brought about
by an equal distliib ion of weight on each side of,a.given line or

. s.point. , ,

To mix together so that parts are indistinguishable. frorri one
another, such as blending two,colori of paint...,

A tool used to spread paint or ink; usually a roller with a handle
attached.

'Formed by combining materials or parts.

CENTER OF INTEREST The main focal point of the composition in a work of art. That part of
a composition which is fist to attract attention. The center of
interest is the aspect that the artist wishes to express.most forceful-
ly.. This is usually done through color, tint or shade, design, size,
arrangement and lines. 'Lines often lead one's.eyes to the important
thing that the artist wishes to errhasize.

A general term covering the art of making pottery, tiles and figures
from clay; includes earthenware, stoneware, porcelain,
glass, vitreous, enamels.

A picture or design made by assembling, ancearranging:different
types, ofNmaterialS, such as paper, cldth, string; wire, and Wood;
deriqed fibril hie French word meaning to paste.'', Mainly an
experiment in" combination of textures.

The sensation resulting from reflection or absorption of light by a
surface. HUE is another name for color.

A number of definitions are adapted from Webster's New Collegiate D/clionary(Springfield, MA: .G & C Merriam Conipany, 1973)



maryred, yellow, and bluethree basic hues which cannot be
uced by a mixture of pigments.

Secondary,--orange, green purple; colors derived by mixing prim-
ary colors.

Tertiary,---colors deriVed by mixing secondary colors; sometimesi
called interrnediate hues. `r--

AnalOgou&colors closely relatect, neighbor& on the color wheel;
. sharply contrasting hues.

TriadcolOrs equidistan rom each other on the color wheel,

(See also complementary olors,cbool colors, warm colors, mono-
chromatic.)

examine in order to note the similarities or differences.COMPARE

COMPLEMENTARY
COLORS

COMPOSITION

colors-vpich are oppOsite each other on the color wheel; when
mixed equal proportions produce a neutral color.

A harmonious whole formed by a combination Of parts. In the area
of fine arts this term may refer to a dance, a design, a painting, a
piece of Sculpture or .a musical arrangement.

The organization of space with color, line, texture, etc, to produce
an effective and harmonious whole.

The ' outline of a figure, body or mass.

A drawing using line to represent the outline
mass.

Showing noticeable Afference in tine,' color,' shape; emotion, etc.

Recessive colors; those which seem. to be i'arther from the observer
than they actually are, due td their hues; producing-a sense of
'Coolness; specifically of a hue. near green or blue; opposite of
warm colors.

An area of which emphasizes the making of objects of beauty' by
hand using various materials.

the cuelity of a piece of work showing skill in production.

A plan; an arrangement,of line, form and color to create an effect.

CONTOUR DRAWING

CONTRAST

COOL COLORS

C RA FT.S.MANS

DESIGN

DETAIL

_DIORAMA

!),r

'DITORTION Deliberate or intuitive alteration by the artist of :a natural shipe,
form, surface, or, space.

The various:elements which collectively .constitute a work of art.

A scenic representation in whiCh sculptured figures and lifeld<e
details are displayed usuallyin a miniature;- a wholly or partially
three-dimensional scene. '

EniPhailt rough size shape color contrast, yap or texture

The building kiloOks in constructing a piece ofart. The' elements are
line, shape, color, texture; apace and value, See definitions under
each item.(



EMPHASIS

ENVIRONMENT

EXPRESSIONISM

FANTASY

FORMAL BALANCE

GLAZE

HABITAT

HARMONY

KILN

LANDSCAPE

LINE 6' '°

LINE. QUALITY

'MED1U0/MEDIA
' .

MONOCHROMATIC ;

MOOD

MOTIF

MOVE)ENT

A force or intensity of exPfeS;ion that gives Special impressiveness
Or importance to something.

The circumstances, Objects, or conditions by which one is sur-
rounded; an artistic or theatrical work that involves or encompasses
the spectator.

A,theory or practice-in art of seeking to depict notobjective reality
but the, subjective emotions and respOnses which objects and
events arouse. in the artist.

That which is in the realm of imagination; the free play of creative
imagination..

.The placing of identiCal lines, forms, values of colOr on each side
and equally distant frOrn the center. See SYMMETRY.

Adlear or colored coating used on pottery or porcelain for finish. A
thick covering over most types of earthenware, chemiCally similar
to glass. Applied befoie being, fired in a Kiln.

The place or type of site where a plant or animal naturally or
normally lives and grows; the place where something is commonly
found.

A sense of `completeness in the relation of things to each other.
AgreeMent in relation, conformity, order, symmetry, unanimity,
unity.

A 'reproduction or imitation of the form of a person or thing; a
tangible-Or visible representation.

Achieved by the eoquiposition of contrasting, opposing, or interact-
ing, elements; an aesthetically pleasing integration of element&

. .

An oven, furnace, or heated enclosure used fdr processing
substance (eg,. clay) by burning, firing, or drying.

Picture/other .representation of an outdoor scene (usually natural).

A mark (as by pencil)'athat forms part of the formal design of a
picture; distinguished from shading or Line can be straight,
curved, jagged, delicate, rhyththic etc

The !'personglity7 of e line., lines can be straight, curved, zig4ag,
looped, wavy,, thick, thin, perpendidular, diagonal, hard-edgI or
soft-edged, etc.' . .

A Mode of artistic eicOression o(conynurlicatiOn; material or techni-
cal means of ,aftistic expression such, as watercolor, clay, pen and
ink -

A aolor segie. based On various tints and shades of one color

A conscious state of mind or prelnant emotion; that which
givee do ant emotional character to a worfif art

A recurrin
t feature e

,color.

The effector` illusion of motion, by u of line, repetition,'change o
Scale, etc.

element in a work of art; a theme or central dominant
essed in a pattern or design by use of_ line, shape,



NEGATIVE SPACE

OUTLINE

POSITIVE SPACE

PRINCIPLES OF ART

PRINT,

. .

Marked by easy simplicity and freedOm from artifioiality, affecta-
tion, or constraint; present in or produced by nature.

,The space surrounding an object.

That which marks the outer limits of an object or figure; a style of
draWing in which' contours are marked without shading.

A' pictorial representation (as a painting). of a person
showing the face;' a sculptured figure: bust, statue.

The space occupied by an object.

The ways in which the elements of art are organized in a composi-
tion; these :include balance, unity, rhythm, dominance, proportion;
repetition, 'variety:

Anything that leaves a printed impressiy4i on one surface from
another surface.

PRINTING

PROPORTION

RELIEFRELI

The art Of, reproducing a design upon a .surface.

A principle Of design that deals with the relationship of, each part to
the others and to the whole sin an object or composition; compara-
tive relation, ratio, scale, measure, measurable consistency:

A mode'of sculpture in which forms and figures are distinguished'
from a surrotp(ding plane surface; projecting detail, ornament, or
figures; sharpness of outline due to contrast (eg, a roof in bold relief
against the sky).

Recurrenceof a line, shape, color, etc.

An ordered movement achieved by the regular recurrence or natur-
al. flow of related elements such as line, color, etc.

The art of forming in the round or in relief such as carving irr wood,
chiseling marble, modeling clay or 'casting in metal.

A view)of the sea.
. ,

A color produced b9 a pigrhent or dye mixture having some blaOK
in it:

SUBTRACTIVE
SCULPTURE

SYMMETRICAL

They external appearance, outline or surface. Shapes can be
geometric, free-form, organic, angular.

Something that covers or provides protection.

The representation of inabirnate objects such as floners or fruit in a
painting or photograph..

Formed by taking awt from the whOle.

Balanced proportions corresponding in size, shape and relative
;position of parts on opposite sides of a dividing line or median
plane or about a center or axis.

Artifical or not of natural origin.

CS



WARM COLOR$

. ,

The plica on of science, especially tcy industrial or comrriiiicial
ende. '31

A color that has .been lightened with white.

)i:_13A combination or ordering of parts a litryra or artistic work that
constitutes a whole or promotes a tote ffect. The reference of the
_elements of a composition to a single main idea or point of view.

Showing diversity as oppose to samenessin line, color, texture,
etc.

, Those colors which express warmt heat, and brightness, .such as
yellow, red, orange.



APPENDIX B

Health and Safety .in Art
Teachers and admi strators have a responsibility to be aware of ways in whicXthe health and safekot
students can be c7l ured. Teachers of art should set the example of how to work safely with art materials
and provide information orr the safe use of art materials as part of the curriculum. Schools have a
responsibility to provide safe\ working conditions4or teachers and-students.

Children under 12 in particular should not be exposed to hazardous materials. Because of theitmaller
body weight and the immaturity of their, body tissues, they are more susceptible to the toxic effects of
materials ingested, inhaled or absorbed through the skin. Younger children often do not understand the
deed to follow precautions.

To protect students from accidental harm, teachers can take some simple precautions. Often, there are
less, toxic substitutes for traditional art materials. Here, are some examples:

Children Under 12 Should Not Use Substitutes

Clay in dry form. The dry powder contains 1 U4e elay in wet form only (wet claY cannot
silica which is easily inhaled and may be inhaled).
cause silicoSis.

2 ,Glazes or frits which contain lead,

Solvehts (eg, 'turpentine, benzene, toluene,
rubber cement and -its thinner).

Cold water dyes or commercial dyeS.

5. Permanent markers which may contain
;toluene; or other-toxic solvents.

,

6 Some. in'stant papier-maches may Contain
asbesto8 fibers or lead from pigments in
colored printing

Use glazes labeled food-safe or poster
paints instead of glazes.

,- ,

Use water-based paint's and other mate=
rials.

Use vegetable dyes, onionskins, etc.

Use only water based markers.

Powdered tempera colors. (Their dusts
may contain toxic pigments.)

9 Arsenic, cadmium, chrome, mercury; lead.
or manganese/ pigments.

10 Pastels`which createdust.

11 All photographic chemicals.

12 Lead, solder and stained glas,s.

13 Epoxy, instant glUes or other solvent -based
glues.

14 Solvent-based silk screen and other print-
ing inks,

6 Check label to ensure asbestos-free
0 papier-mache or make papier-thache from

black and white' newspaper and library
P-aste or white glue.. .

Use brushes and water -based paints
splatter techniques with children.

Use only, liquid colors or the teacher can
pre-mix the Aments.

9 Label art materials adequately to know
Which colore7-are safe to use.,

10 Use cray69n1 or cra-pas which are (?1I7,
based or ,use pastels with liquid starch.

11 Use blueprint paper and make sun grams.

12 Use colored cellophane, and black papers''
to simulate lead.

13 Use water- basec4 white glue or library
paste.

14, Use paper stencil and water-based inks.



15 Silica sand for Molds. ,15 'Use olivine, sand.1,
) ,

friaohers at all levels should observei.the following guidelineSr

Teach students the haid;c1s and precautions of art materials,

2 Have good ventilatiOrip the art roorri with a constant supply col fresh

3 Wear proper prc1tective clothing, aprons,' gloves and goggles. ige

Clean 'the work rea during and kfter use of art materials:

5 Store solvents in their own containers (not in food containers or soda bottles). Label 'all meter s

,. carefully, r

6 When sing, power equipment inspect cords and plugs. Make sure the equipme
grounded:

77- DO not use leadAglazeS or lead.fritS. Many, nonlead blazes ar.

8 , Fumei and gases frCzn all Kilns are:::*ngerOuS.. Kilns should have proper ventilation.

9 Do not allow fpod or chink in the art area Make sure children wash their hands carefully affer class.2

Eveart teechetshould haVe access to'curr n. health and safetyinformatidQ. The Cdnter for Occupation-
al Hazards publishes a variety.of Materials this topic thrOu6h its Art Hazards information Center The
Center will also respond `t0 written and tei hone inquiries. Contact: ,

Art Hazards I forMation Center-
5 Beekman treet
Nevi York, ,,...10038
(21.2) 227- 220

The Centere monthly Arts hazards Newyetterpublishes the latest information on health aid safety in art.

arils Newsletter,v September. 1979, New York:Center for occupationtl Hazards, Inc.



APPENDIX C

A p tr t eg .y.. for pi:cu$siciti-, and
Oialualkinf.Of:..WorKs of --Art

I The.AesthetIc (Spthesis: Seeing/Feeling and EXpression)

A How does the work of art or visual object feel when seen as a total unit?

B How does it make you, the Viewer: feel about tke work, and/o about yourself?

C What 'feelings or past experiences' does it cause you to .recall?..,

D What feelings or ideas do you think the artist is Sharing (theme)?

E Vhat are these feeling Cir ideaS about (subject niatter)?;.

II The Visual (Analysis: cooking at/Describing) '

What the artist done to share theSe
you do?

A. What elements, of design, are used?

1 Line: kinds of, number of clear and precise/soft and vague, ,bold and intense/fine and
. delicate

2 Color: hue, value., and intensity; fmiv or:.many, warm or cool

3 Area (shari):'geometric/organic. large/small,few/many, Prebjse/aMbiguous

prigs arid' ideas or to ,,ause yob' to feel and thirik the way

4 Volume (mass): 2-dimensional and/or 3-dimensional spOce and objects, deep/shallow (flat)
spaoe

.

5 Texture: kinds of, number of

B Principles of Design (Composition or Organization)

1 What are the relationships among individual elements; eg, 'line:

Repetition'
Balance
Unity
Domihanco
Rhythm
Proportion
Contrast

2 What aro tho relatiooships among two or mofo' (all) of tho elO'rnents?

C What is 'tho subjoct 'matter of tho work?

D What is thoithomo of the'work (tho b4c ideaorfeelingV,
,..$

.- '0'
1 w has the artist usod thOoloments and prinCiples of dosign to sharo or cornmunicato tho

tl omo? ..,

2 How es tho subjoct mtifor rolato to the tho rpo?

.A
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III The Artistic

A What tools, materials and techniques has the artist use0E1?
3

B How do these contribute to the aesthetic (feeling) of the work?

C How does the artist's craftsmanship (howell the tools'and materials are used) contribute to the°
aesthetics of the work? * '

D How do these tools, materials and techniques contribute to the visual aspect of the work?

IV The Artist
,

A Where and when did the artist live? /
B How does the artist's work relate to or reral the artist's time and place (culture and 0,ociety)

C ;In general, 'what are the artist's-..

1''rAesthetic interests: feelings to be sharedhuman emotions (eg, love) or attitudes about
things or ideas.

o

, n .
2 Visual interests:' What does the artist wish -us to look at or what ways of looking at the world

and human experience does the artist,provide? .

.3 kflitic int-tests: the'artist's preferred medium, materials, tools and tpchniqu%s.

D How are the artist's interests revealed in this work?

V The Application

A Considering the knowledge and information gained in (I) through (IV) above, what is yNr
interpretation of the work? What ideas ot:feelings is the artist sharing?

°

B What is your judgment of the work?

1 Is it meaningful? Does it make a 'difference in your life, in how you see yours f, others and the
world?

2 Is it good? Given the time -and place, is it good artistically, visually, aesthetically ? --

3 Does it contribute to- a better understanding of and improvemerit of human -life, human
interactions through our understanding of ourselves, Others, and the world in which we live?

O Can you apply what you have learned from this, ork tO your own work-and to your, life in general
aestheticall4/, visually, and artistically?

72
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Ideas for Storing and Displaying
Artwork
Ways for Folders

Use 4" x '36"
tagboard or
poster board.

You cahstaple;
tape, stitch,
or glue.

C
HALL
A

I

Fold

h
used
as

tape
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kii); ,./,5Ct:;"' C<iy,0!i8lI,,
Fabric

4",,--#

ki1...`. yz.C:Ii.'1. tij-1.f."-. Pieces

.1P4.,(i I., ./ifeIl' ,1/1.1:1i,,A,
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r

Here is one way to do-simple mats. put a 12" x 18" piece of colored construction QapertintO
three inch trips (lehgthwise) then glue or staple into a rectangular shape. Overlap edges

One way to display clads work is to roll
student art Work into at active layouts.

Another way to use available space in a
back to back.

two inch to
bput

out colored butcher paper on the floor: then place and arrange

classroom is to construct "mobiles ''`of student art work mounted

Paste or glue into place.. After drying, hang,on wall.

A cardbdard box provides a shelf for object
display and alleviates the flatness of the bulletin
board. Interiors of the bOxes rhay be painted or
papered to introduce additional color. A string
line effectively ties top.and bottom areas into a
harmonious whole. Light and dark areas be
come background fOr copy and illustration.

Need a shelf to display flight objects?

) Hanging ThingsMake an arm attached to the
bulletin board out of poster board; score, fold
and staple to bulletin board.

Cut a piece of poster board
and score as in diagram.

:71110/MONNEWNSINZO

Accordion Display

Fold a 40" x 14" piece of railroad board, careful-
ly measuring the firdt piece 10" x 14". Fold and
attach artwork to each panel. Display on coun-
tertop.

Now fold and staple to the-,
bulletin board.
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Materials v(4

One--or' more refrigerator packing boxes or
other' Atipliance bores

Latex paint, white or subdued 'color.

Large' brushes.

o Utility, knifesharp.
a

1 Cut top and bottom from box ard down one side as
indicated by dots.

2 Open up and use three or four sides hinged together for
display surface. Hinges may be reinforced using book
binding

3 Paint.

'
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ujdellne01.-oq
Competitions

The National Art Education Association does-not endqrse any unsupervised contest or competition in art
for elementary.or seconsfary schools. It is the positionof the association that the nature and purposes of
'contests, are often incompatible with the goals and objectives of art aducatiOn and, therefore, the
individual instructor should carefully evaluate the need for each competition.

-6ntests and competitions in art are undesirable in cases where:
"4.

They imply an intrinsic superiority of one student or one work of art over another in the elementary
(1-8) grad 'Art education should recognize and value the expressiveness .of all students.

They limit appeal to. .the interests and abilities of the talented in elementary grades: Art
educatipn shoUld be directed toward developiog the creative pote I of a wide spectrum of
student capacities.

They might encourage a standardization of skill and technique b imiting student expresSion
instead of developing diversity of expression.

They tend to exploit students and teachers by only imposing the interests and objectives of the
sponsors at the expenae of art and expression. Effective instruction, should be based upon the
needs: interests, and purposes of students and teachers.

They interrupt the planned developmental sequence of instructional experiences which are essen-
tial to effective instruction.

.

They establish arbitrary, standards which may be in conflict with those beIN,developed within t e
pInned instructional program.

tie

The Oregon Art Education Association (OAEA) endorses the NAEA policy:

When choices must be made due to space limitations, all art work should be referred to as represahtative
examples.

In' addition, OAEA does not support any juried student art show and believes that all art shows be
invitational to all who want to participate. ,

Continuous exhibits: are an essential element in all art programs. When art work is displayed in the
school, everyone becomes more aware of it,



APPENDIX

Land the Handicapped
t3ottriederal and state I,egislatior have de it mandatory for American schools to provide full rights and

,,;.benefitS of education to all learners, regardless of handicapping conditions. US Public Law 94-
; 142 guarantees ccest to all curricular options available to nonhandicapped learners; including art and

"music. Further, laws provide for unrestricted participatiandicaPped learners in nonacademic and
co-curripiRar activities, including special interest clubs and organizations connected with the school. .

And, the "least restrictive environment" qualificationdt-PL 94-142 (and parallel Oregon law) re9uires that ,
htandicapped learners be "mainstreamed", into general educatiop classes in every possible instance'.

In many "ways, the;new legislative requiremWts (concerning the education Of handicapped students
present an,immediate barrier in terms of accessing these young people into art classes and programs.
Two general conditions wniz_cri schools kind school personnel are finding difficult to overcome, no matter
hovi well-intentioned and concerned they may be, are:

1 General educators-, including those working in the various fields of a ndimusic, may know very little
about the educational needs of the retardeq, the blind, the phySicall andicapped, and others. Too,
they may know very little about the frequently specialized instructidnal Irategies.and materials which
are acknowledged to be effective with handicapped learners. In. many cases, generar6duCators are
sfVustrated with the addition othandicapped childrentotheir already crowded classes. (Nat, of course,
because they disagree with the mainstreaming concept, but because theydon't feel they have Been
properly or adequately prepared for the challenge.) , 5

2 Special e,ducators, those accustomed to and skillful with nandicepped learners, may not have been
trained in the arts. Those who-h'a've had ch training, however, are fastlinding the arts to be effective
tools for improving sq!f-conficlence, buil ing self-esteem, and encouraging Self-expression among
handicapped students. ,

.

It seems clear that ore approach to solving these two
and inset's/ice programs by which general educators,
more about the strategies useful with ,haridic'apped
become more able t6,.ytit*e the various arts in their
and know-how are available, Eiut much needs to
emerging and pressing needs.

The National Committee, MS for the Handicapp
available. They may be obtained by writing to:

Among the items available are

National Committee, Arts
for the Handicapped
1701 K Street NW
Suite 801
Washington, DC 20006

oming problems would be to initiat4Weservice
specially those dealing with the arts, might learn

I iners., and by wbich special educators migh(
yities,with handiikapped learners. The expertise

e'clOne, to bring together fe,sources to address

OCAH) has 'excellent CCIftipl(rrentary materials

Arts for the Blind and Visually Impaired People
Architectural Accessibility
New Programs and Facilities
Technical Assistance

,Funding Sources
Annotated Bibliography
504' and the Visual Arts.'
504 and the Performing Arts
Schoolhouse.. Arts for Handlhapped Students in Schools
Adaptive Arts Techniques (Oregon)

Also note resources ii! the bibliography on page 82.
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Bibliography.
It"

APPENDIX G

A committee of art specialists and a media specialist compiled lists of books they had used and could
recommend. They also reviewed and selected new materials. Thep four groups of elementary classroom
teachers evaluated their selections.

The elementary teachers-thernselves then assigned each book a priority rating

1 = recommended as an essential for the basic library collection

2 = recommended asa supplement to the basiC library collecti

-3 = recommended ,as a special-interest supplement io-the basic library collection

All the-annotations were derived fromj,cOrnents made by teachers.

It is hoped thattliS bibliography will drove useful to elementary teacheis and media specialists as they
,review and d tq the art book, colleetions for their libraries or media centers.

1

filanY books are available from thgrState Libr ry in Slem. Schools in local disCricts may borrow bOoks by
mail frdm the Library. For information on tate Library services, call toll free 1-800-452-28351so,
contact catriculum centers, in the local .ar a and the local education service bistrict for resources and
informatiofi.

All book prices are quktions for January 1980.

Art MethOds and Curriculum for Teachers ,.

1' Chapman, Laura H Approaches to Art in Education (New York: HarcOurt Brace Jovanovich, 1978)
$14.95

Corrita, Ivan E et al Artls Elementary. reaching Visual Thinking Thro40Art Concepts (Provo,,UT:
Brigham Young University Press, 1976) $19.95

Egtellent text and activities weltorganited; easy-to-use looseleaf format. Teaches art concepts in
a developmefital program.

\
2 Cheery, Clare creative Art for the Developing Child. A lbacher's Handbobk for Early eh/lc/hood'
....- Education (Bell ont, CA: Fearon-Pitmen Publishers, 1972) $6.50

. ,
2 Herberholz, Barbara. Early Childhood Af2nd ed (DubuqUe, LA: William C Brown Company,,

Publishers, 1979) $5.95 '
, -,....,

. , . .
Detailed, easy to follow activities for primaiy olassroom teachers.

-.

Labey, Jeanette F Young Ad.. Nature a
,1972)-$9.95

r
eeing* (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company,.

Beautifut photographs and student wo s illustrate the teaching of basic depign elements.through
nature. ',,

1
'- #

,
'-, 2 Linderman, :Eand,D Herberholz t)eve/oping Artistic & Perceptual Awareness.: eirt Practice in the

Elernentaiy classroom (Dubuque, 'LA7-Villianll C 1:3,t?wri Company, (Publisher;', 1974) $6.95 , *
, ., Ar)

3 Berl, lone and Karen`HeSseo.,4d. As Vol) See It. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1979) $8.95
.1

*,
1. .

i
For teat, chers interested in a self- teaching guide to basic art condepts.' .

,4-

Not lintod In Books in Print



Mc Fee and` Degg

Richardson, Elwyn S
Books, hd) $4.95

ture & Environment (Belmont, CA: Wdsworth Publishing Company,

e Early World: Discovering Art' Woughs.Crafts* (New York: Pantheon

Good integration of language /farts and art activities; especially good nagiative of Richardson's
teaching, of Maoris in New Zealand. ,

1

Art for Hrtdicapried Studentsca ,

Kay, Jane G Crafts for the ,Very Disabled &144ndicapI3ed. For Al/Ages (Springfield, IL: Charles C
Thomas, putifishers, 1977) $18

Clear text, good illustrations and useful activities; f(ir use with students of-all ages including adults,

Art Educators of New'Jersey Art /n ,Speciai Education *(Milb.t.frn, NJ:ArLEic;tors of NOW Jersey,
nd)

Adaptive rt activities for a widNange of special students who may be mainstreamed into the
regular asiroom setting. Available from State Library.

Lindsay, Zaidee Art and the HandicappeOcChild* (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company,
1972) $8.95

Excellent background material and useful activities for all levels. '\

Aro Health and Safety in Art
1'

Baraini, Gail ConingSby Safe Practices in the Arts and Craits*(New York: College Art Association,
1978) $3.75 Price inclOdes postage and handling.

, ,. ...,
Available from College Art Association, 16 East 52nd S reet, New Y6rk 10022. The pages of this
spiral bound book can be reptbduc,ed and used as pbsters in the art room. Explains the hazards
and precautions common to each medium. . N,. iN .. .

. ,

1 McCann, Michael Health Hazards Manual for A ists*(New York: Foundation for the Community of
Artists, 1978) $4 Price ,includes postageand handling.

.
Available from Foundation foi: the Community of Artists, 280 Broadway, Suite 412, New York 10007.
A broad overview Qt-fiaalth and safety I hazards and precautionary measures.

Art areer Education
1

.0

Berger, Melvin Job in Fine Arts & .Humanities Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Company, 1974)
.

$6.25

Horton, Louise Art Careeii (New York:, Franklin Watts, 1975) $4.90

Multicultural Art and Art History
.. ,. ,

1 Cole, Ann et, al Childrqp are Children are Childien,. An Activity Approach to Exploring Brazil, .,.

France, /ran /. Japan, Allgeria and the USSR (Boston; Little, BroWn & Company, ,1978) $9.95, -' o
,

. paperback $11.k95 ' . , '.. _
,

. , I. I

A most for use at all elementary levels; good text, excellent activities.
A` ,, .. . .

1 Conaway, Judith City Crafts from Secret Cities (Chicago: Follett Publishing Company 1978).$8.97

"Nallsted in Books in Print
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Glut 3ok, Shirley The Art of . .* (Series)

A fine series of art history books; for students at all

Africa (New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1965) $9.95

1

America from Jackson to Lincoln (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company,, 1973) $6.95

America in the Early 20th Century (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1974) $6.95

America in the'Gikled Age (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1974) $6.95

America Sinee World War // (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1976) $7.95

Ancient Egypt (New York: Atheneum Publishers, 1962)

Ancient Mexico (New York: Harper & Row F'ublisher§, 1Q68) $7.89

Ancient Peru (New York: Harper & Row Publishers,,i978) $7.89

lacient Rome (New York: Harper & RoW Publishers, 1954) $7.89

Art and Archeology (flew )York: Harlow .& Row Publishers, nd) $6.951

China (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1973) $6.95

Colonial America (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1970) $5.95

The Eskimo (New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1964) $7.89

The EstrOscans (New York: Harper & Row:Publishers, 1967) $7.89

India (New York:Macmillan Publishing Company, 1969) $5.95 .

Japan '(NevtrYork: Madmillan, Publishing Company, 1970) $5.95

The NewilimerVnNation (New York: MacMillan Publishing Company, 1972) $6.95

The Worthwest Coast . Indians (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company,. 1975) $7.95:,
The Old West (New York' Macmillan,Pubtlishing Company, 1971) $5.95 4kk

Photography (New York: Macmillan Publishing 6ompany, 1977) $7.95

The Plains Indians (New York:'Macmillan publOing Company, 1975) $7.95*
The Southeastern /miens (New York: Macmillan PublishingCompany,1978) $7.95

The Southwestern Indians (NeW0(ork:' Macmillan Publishing Company, 1971) $5.95

The Spanish in the UnitecY StateOand Puerto Rico (New York: Macmillan Publishingpompanyt.
1972) $7.95 I

The Viking's (.New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1978) $8.95' ye'
)The Wood /and Indians (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1976W.95-

Janson, Horst W and-Samuel Cauman History of Art for rciutig People (New York: Harry N Abrams,
1971) $18.50 . -r
A basic art hi tory forintermediaie students; teachers may use as a refer.ence.

1 King, Jonath n Portrait Masks of the Northwest Americah :Coast (New York: Thames 8, Hudson,
'1979) $6.95

Not listed In Books in Print r'
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1 Lee, Nancy and Linda Oldham Hande On Heritage* (Lon6 Beachr CA: Hands On Publications, nd)

Available from Hands On Publications, 7061 Mariner Way, Long Beach 90803.
,?..

An experiential approach to multicultural education; excellent activities include art, cooking,
lanRuage arts, etc. -,

, .

. Myron, Robert and Abner Sundell Modern Art in America (New York: Macmillan Puplistiing
Company, 1971)

2

$5.95

Barr; Beryl Wonders rricrs and Beasts Abounding: How the Artist Sees His World (Garden City,
NY: Doubleday '8. Company, 1967) $6.95f,. _ , , ,

2 Chase, Alice E Looking at Art (New York: Thomas Y Crowell Company, 1966) $8.95
f

Horwitz, Elinor Chiglt,:=Garden of Sculpture (Washington, DC: Washingtonian Books, 1978) $5.50,
paperback $2.50

,;
Photographs of sculpture are' accompanied by questions which he p students reflect, upon the art
form; intermediate and up.

3 Dendel, Esther African Fabric Crafts., Sources of African Design & Techniques (New York: Tapl inger
Publishing Company, 1974) $10.95

Excellent for use in the study, of African cUltbres; intermediate and Lip.

2 Duerden, Dennis A(rican Art An introduction* (New York: Hamlyn/American, 1974) $3.98

2 Grigson, Geoffrey Shapes & .9tories: A Bba About Pictures (New York: Vanguard Press, 1964) $7.95

3 Pendleton, Mary Navajo &Hopi Weaving Techniques (New York: Madmillan Publishing COInpainy,

1974) $5.95

A must for teecherskwho teach weaving to their students. ' 1

3 Price, 'Christine Made in the. Renaissance (New York: E P Dutton, 1963) $6.95

3- Price, Christine Made in. West Africapew York: E P Dutton, 1975), $9.95

Basic Design Elements and Principles

Guyler, Vivian V Design in Nature (Worcester, MA: Davis Publications, 1970) $1-1.95

BaSic elements of art beautifully explained by use of plptog aphs which reveal the presence of the
elements in nature.

1 Tritten, Gsittfried Teaching.Color & Form ip S ono'aiy Sc cool (New York: Van Nostrdnd Reinhold
, Company, 1975) $19.95. s.

.
0

x
-

. Spacific instrb ions for activities which teach art conde te; good
I
illustrations and lists of mate?ials

neeqed,.
..

' . '-'),

Bager, Bertel Nat e As Designer A Bota nical Art Study (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold
Company, 1966)

t.
7.95 , , . . ,.

.
.

,
.

. ,
e a u t i f u I photographs can be anjaffebtive starting point for integrated art and cience activities.

iktermediate, .
, 1

Brommer, Gerald.and GeorgeF Horn Art. Vour.Visual Envirboment(Worcester, MA: Davis Publica-
tions, 1977) $16.95

''Nlot listed in Sooks In Print
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Good general text relating art principles and processeS to everYday experience; for teachers and
intermediate Students. a

Downer,' Marion Discovering Design (New York: Lothrdp, Lee & Sheparr Company, 1974) $7.25"

Simple illustrations and easy reading. Concise explanation of basic principles of art. Primary and
intermediate; 2

/,^

21 Harris, Ned Form& Texture: A ehotographic Notebook (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Com-
.

O

pany, -1974) $6.95

Fo'rstudents and leachers at all .1evels.

Pattemore, Arnel W Art & Environment. A
Reinhold Company, 1974) $10.95

Thorough text and,useful activities for tea

VValler, Irene 06%00 Sources for the Aber Adis

rt Resoiice for Teachers (New York: Van Nostrand

,,,,

ers,andiqtermediate students.
. , .

itester, MA:,Davis Publioations, 1979).$11.95
.

,a

Beautiful photographs show how art works,are inspired by nature. Tied to design elements. For
teachers and students, intermediate and_ up.

Brommer, Gerald Concepts of Design* (Worcester, MA: Davis- Publication§, nd) $7.95

Each book in this, series explains one design cone t through fine'photographS and concise text.
Titles include: Line, Co/or and Value, Shape an Form, Space, Teiture, Balance and Unity,
Contrast, Emphasis, Movement and Rhythm, Pattern.,

Hanks, Kurt et al Design Yourself/ (Las Altos, 'CA; William Kayfmann, 1977) $6.50

Of special interest to those who wish to teach creative problem-solving through visual design.
I.Intermediate. 7

Dendel, Esther W. Designing from Nature: A Source Boot farArthsts-& Craftsmep (New
Taplinger Publishing Company, 1978) $10:95, 'paperback e$5.95

For teacher i.166-..With Lipp citejrnediate:;:andryni§rhighst,t4:1,ents7"-
1-eChbieiliesin,Varlotts'Media

OphitOdUre

Macaulay, David CaStle (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1977): $9.95

Macaulay, David City (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company; 1974) $9.95

MacaulaySDavid Pyramid "(Boston: Houghton. Mifflin Company, 1975.) $9.95
, ,

Macaulay, David Uno'ergiouncl (9pston: Houghton Mifflin Corhpany, 1976) ,$9.95
- -)

Illustrations and, expla tions'for stud r rhy be tied to social Studies.
t

Jorg e'hanging City,(New York. Atheneum Publishers, 1977) $11.95

York:

Seven study prints which beadtifully depict change in onernvirOhment; Useful in reading', social
,studies, many ofher subject areas.

- . '

Muller, Jorg Changldg Countryside (New. York: Atheneum Publishers;' 1977) $11.95
)

1
even study prints which cleqrly illustrate theimpact of growth anOttechhology on one enViroment?

relates to language arts, social studies. ",

*Not listociln looks Print.,,
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trogler, Qtorge E Beginning Experiences in. Architecture (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold-Company, 1972) $9.95 I

Teacher source p6ok for 'hands=on experiences With limited materials. Good bibliography,,and
supplementary materials. Appropriate for. all levels.

Goldreich,, Gloria and Esther Goldreich What Can She Be? An Arctqct (New York: Lee L.Cthrop &
Shep$K1 Company, 1974). $5.04 ,

, Mad ulay, David Calizedra rhe/Stoiy of /ts Constru,ctio'n (Baston: FloughtonWifflin Company, 1973)

Another excellent book useful in 'the study of medieval EUrope,
f

Wilson, Forrest City Planning: A Book of Games for Young Adu/ts (New York: Van NOstrand Reinhold
Company., 1975) $8.95 .1

Games teachers can use with intermediate students to *lore, the forms Of human settlement.

$9.9

Drawing

Edwards, petty Drawing from the Right Side of theBrain':(NewYork: St Martin's F'res 1979) $8.94

For teacher use in developinb drawing activities for all ages.
\-0

1,/",Filottgef, Ernst and Dieter Klante Creative. Drawing (New York: Van Nostrand Fteinho41Cornpany,'

,1963) $6.95

2

Fine illustrations,and useful, activities for students of all ages. ,

. -

Hart,ks, Kurt and Larry Belliston Draw! A Visual Approach to Learning Thinking & Communi00,14'
(Los Altos, CA: Witham Kaufmann Publisheis, 1977) $19.75, paperbabk $9.75

7'An interesting' way,to tie.art to everyday experience; for teat er use with intermediate students.

Kargpmanm, Lother Creating with Crayons* (New York: inhold Book Corporation, 1967) $6.95

Activities for all elementary,s,tudents; interesting an alDpealing TNudents and teacherp.

'2 Purser, Stuart Draining Handbook (Worcester, MA:, vis' Publications, 1977) $14.95

A-complete resource for a wide variety of activities.

,Painting

Tritten, Gottfried Teaching Color and Form in Secondaiy.Schoo/ (NeviNork: Van Nos
Company, 1975) $19.95

nd Reinhold .

Specific instructions for activities'which teacifart concepts. Good illustrations and lists of material
/needed. '

a .

Sheaks, Barclay Drawing anO Paint4 the Natural EnvirOnment(Wdrcoster, MA: Davis Publications,
197) $12.95

_4,. 2 Betts, Victoria Exploring Finger Paints= (Worcester, .'MA: Davis Publications, 1963) $6.50'
4.1

, .

Creative attiVitiOs for primary and intermediate s ents.
,

\ ...
Brornmer, Gerald F Art of Colleige, (Worcester, MA: Davis ,

Publ'
-ti

.., -

Activities for Students of all, agee.

Not listed in Socks in Pri/11
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Brommer, Gerald 0 'Ttlf)siptrent Watercolor; Ideas & Techniquee (WorCeSter, tviA: Davis PUblica-
.

. , ,t,
tions, k 1973) $12.95., ` .) , .

Completsgoguide for teacherewl4iirilg to 'explore ?Iris mediUm extensively with older tjementary
students. `

Woi4g, Frederick Oriente)' Watercolor Techniqueg (New York: VVatson-GOptill Pubtitation 1977)/ . .'\;
$16.95 .,.

J.
Fine illustratioris acid a&tivities for mastering orier;tatectiniquee.,For use with older'student-sbythe
teacher with .6 (Special interest in watercolOr.

, Pritttnriking
. .

Daniels, Hatvey. Exploring Pr/ trnoeing for You/7g PeOple* (New _York'. ,VaQ NOstrand FleinhOld
Company, 1972) $6.95

Printrnaki 4 actitives at a mare advanced level than Simple Printmaking with Children, A good , °'

follow-up ,,

1

intermediate grades. , 4 ....--
. -

Daniels; ; arvey Simple Printmaking weft t'hirfren:' (New Ybrk: Van Nostrand Reinhold ComPany,
1972) $6.95

Sirngde, usable ideas for printmakbig.with inexpensive materials; primary grades.

' . '° : e,r
1 Geacy,L IdaPlant

1-
Prints and,GollagtpNew York: Viking -Press, 1978) $14.95

,...__- ,. , 3

Simple activities for all grade; level's. . 1`
sk

, rt . . .
EaVe, Andrew Creatike /74/bp/age (New York: Watson-Guptill_publiCations, 1968) $7.95,...4

\,.....,

. . ,-t2., , -
: f-Interesting activities may be-tied to local historij, social studies;all'gradeS.

c-

.,

Bannister, Manly Miles IV oo' BlockCuttingand Priptingr'(Ne York: Sterling Publishin.p: Company, , .
.197e) $6.95- '

,

Intermediate and up.

Daniels, Harvey` Printniakmg(New-Yoric Viking Pregs, 1972) $16.95
61,

Advanced techniques for teachers of advanced students;.

3- 1Rces,. John and Crare Ross Complete Printmaker (i\le0 York: free'Presa, yak) $25
. . 3

For chers able to explore preFnaking.in4clepth. .
,.,

. pcu!pture.

Great book for all ages. PatterriS forplanes students can make. Ties-in with. cience actiyities or,

Gossage; Howard and Je ry Mangler Greet th.ternat/bnal Paper AirPlane Book (New Fork: Simon &''
Schuster, 1967) $10 ',, 2- . ' ' .

, -

. . A

math. , k
VP . g ., .

,.1 Newman., Let S Kite Craft (New `!Kirk: Crown;PUblistVers: 1974) $4.95 'T. ..
N '1 10 . i -,,

.4.'' b

Provides g'qod:background information and includes directions any -1,, ie of kites. Inter:- '
mediate students can explore three-dirriensibilai.desigrz:

,, ' S''si . ,

Brorqier,- Gerald F :SclaCtuie and. Other Three Dimensional Construction (Werce§ter, MA: Davis,
Publications,, 1968) $8.50. ' * ,, ,

3,,. J.
0 '-''

4



:Activities )which Could apply to social studies and creativ writing; Intermediate and up,'

Li tone, John and Clsrence Bundh Working Big.(New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company,
.1 75) $6.95 -

-
,Large-scale ri'cactivitieS fOf atudents from primary -up; good. text and'. illustrations.

Mei tech, Dona Z Soft Sculpture & cother Soft.Aft Forms (New York: Crown Publishers; 1974) $8.95,
6/1paperback $5.95 1. ,

.

Creative approach td48 ft scuiPture for older students and their t̀eadhers.

, SteVeris, Harcild''Art in he Rouhd. Elementsand Materials*(NeW York: Reinhold. Book Corporation,.
1965) $6.56

Appl able to many subject areas; for alt a(ge levels.

General Craft's ;

Fiarotta, Phylfki Snips & Snails :& Walnut Whales (New.Ydrk: Workrnari publiShing Company; 1975)
a$9.95, pape ck $4.95

Excellent activities for'all age

Moseley, Spencer et al Crafts
1967) $23.95

Excellent source for. a variety

s.

Design. An 'fficitrated GUide (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing

of: crafts, taught from-a design' Standpotrif; a
. .

Newsome, Arden JJ Egg Craft (New York: Lothrop, Lee, &'Shepard CompSny, 1973) $45

Very creative pses for; eggs; wide variety of activities.

Williamson,:lEthie Baker's Clay (New York: Van Nostrand,,Reinhold Company, 1976)- $6:95

.
A thorough treatment of thcversatility, of baker s clay,, for all ages-

,,Graharn; Ada fOxtalls, Ferns, & Fish Scales.- it-Hano'book of Art & Natur
-Scholastic Book SerVices, 1976) $8.95

Hodple, Cheryl G Heritage Sampler. A, Book of ColoniatArts'& Crafts (Kew ,Ork: Dial Press, 1975)
$6.95 '

"Crafts from an historical viewpoint; easily tied to'other,Subjects.

Papercrdfts ,67t

Grater, Michael 'PapeFaces (Nilw York:. Taplinger Company,'' .968) $8.95

GoqS information- and activities for, all 'ages.

Haslein,Inde Cuffing, Collinga.nc/ Oullfing*((Vew York: Sterling Publishing Company, 1973)4.95

' :Good book of activities for students at all levels. _

.1ves, SUzy. Cr eating Childrt '..9` Costumes from Paper and Card (New York: Taplinger Publishing
/Company, 1973) $6.5b ',",

'Clert'directons'-for making4Osturtes;for teacher and students of all ages.

1 Johnson, Pauline Creatit;f3 Rookb cling (Seattle, WA: University of Washington Press, 19.65) $10:95

complete. treatment of bookbinZling techniques; k* use with stuclents of ages.

'N'ot Iiited in- ,600ks



Newman, Thelma elal A9per as Artano' Craft(New York: Crown Publishers, 1973),$9.95, paperback
$5.95

Excellent source book' few teachers; many activities for students at all, levels.

Hollandq,-Annette Decorative Paper's and Fabrics* (Ntaw--York: D Van Nostrand Company, 1971)
$8.95

Good varietyof techniques teachers can use at all grade, 'Rye's.

Maile,"Anne Tie-DYed Paper: An Easy New Craft (New. York: TeplingerPublishing Company, 1975)c
$12.95

Explainsia wicfe variety of.ways to tie -dye4 papers and use them. Some `activitios for primary
students; most fOr intermediate.

- Randlet Tile Art of Origami. Paper Folding, Traditional and MOdern" (New Ydrk: E P Dutton, 1961)
$9.95 .

A basic book for teaching origami to students atealllevels.
a

Rottger, Ernst Creative Paper Design* (New York: Reinhold 135ktiorporation, 1961) $5.50

Design principles applied to act cities withpaper; many illustrations: For intermediate Students.

ts:

Ceramics
a

Rottger, Ernst Creative Clay Design: (New York: Reinhold Book Corporation; 1963),.$4`95

Using clay to teach, design for allVevels:
, .

Berensohn, Paulus 4'oelicig One's Way with 056,(New;York: Simon 8, Schuster, nd) $9.95

Good illustrations ark` ipleg§P making pots: For teacher and Student use

Hartung, Rolf Exploring' Cliy..,HandT niques"(New York: D Van NostrandCompany, 1972) $7.95

Step-by-step illustratipns for teadher.enci interrriedidte student. Use.,

7 93' Jewelry

ie-inger, Beverly Paper Bead Book (New York: David McKay Company, 1977) $9.95,,paperback
. .05, !

Fun, activitab for makingtind using paper beads; all ages,

3 Howell7Koehler, Nancy Soft Jewelry: Design Techniques Materials (Wcirchester, MA: Davis Publica-
: 'flops, '1976) $11.95

e

Solberg,. Ramona Inventive. Jewelo;LiValffeg (Ne
$10.95 .

. .

Expellent, resource for teachers. and older-sttde
4 ,

.1

al

Textiles and Fibers .
,

Weaving, Spinning, & Dyeing Book (New York/Alfred A Knopf, 1978) $17.56,
paperback $9:954,

.",!.basic book or history, examples and ,activitigs' a complete resource for teachers.
b ' .

. . ,.

2 Conteirpotary. Batik & Tie-Dye (New. York: 'Crown ,,Publishers,. 1972) $8,98',.
. .. .., ,.

paperback $5.95 ;4-1. 4 : ;
.; .

r ..,'
Not listed, in' Books in qint.
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an

A basic bookmany exciting illustrations, thorough explanalionb. Intermediate.

Krevitsky, Nik Stftchei, ;44 and Craft* (New York: Reinhold libok Corpdation, 1966) $9.95'

Good illustrations; all levels.

Laliberte, Norman BannersvadtHangings*(Nevryork: Reinhold Book Corporation, 1966) $7.95

Colorful 'illu§trations to motivate teachers and students; minimal text.

Laury,*.Jean Ray Applique-Stitcheiy* (New York: Reinhold Book Corporation, 1966)

Basic'

Simmons,Paula Spinning & Weaving with Wool(Seattle, WA: Pacific Search Press, 1977) $9.95

iseinan, Ann Rags, Pugs & Wool Pictures (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1968) $5.95

asic ideas and activities With a section on art appreciation for teachers and students at all levels.

endel, Esther -W Afriban Fabric Crafts: Sources of Afriban Design & Technique (New York.
aplinger Publishing Company, 1974) $10.95

Laury, Jean R Quilts & Coverlets (New York: Van .Nostrand Reinhold Company, 1970) $10.95,
paperback $5.95

A book for teachers who want their classes to quilt.

Natural Dyes.,

Krochmal, Arnold and Connie KroChrnal The :Complete illustrated Book of Dyes from Natural
Sources (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, & Company, 1974) $4.95'

Very thordugh, easy to understand directions for elementary students. Good activities for outdoor-
education. °

Natural Plant Dyeing (Brooklyn, NY: Brooklyn Botanic G'arden, nd) $1.75
1

Good section on dyeing- in the clasSroom.

Kramer, JackNatural Dyes: Plants & Processes (New York: Charles ScribnersZons, 1972) $9.95

(ncludgfs book list and index, complete recipes.

t19
7

4

RainOsi, Santa Weaving Without a Loom (Worcester, MA: Davis Publications, 1966) $1'0.95,:,
i

Very practical activities foristudents, bf all ages'
I n

. ,

Alexander, Marthann awn Cardboard: SiMole Looms tO Maitt& Use (NeW York:Taplinger
:Publishing. Company, 71) $ 5

.

.

P! 's°

Simple applications Weaving-With readily available materials; all ageS.

Hull, Raymond off-asari? wa4Ciingi Bc2cyr (New yr: Charles Scribner's %Sons, 1973) $4:95

Very thorough, easy to folio* good explanation of terms for intermediate and above.
,

Dendel m her W Basic Book of Fingetweaving (Nevi York ti mon tat. Schuster, 1970$9.98..



Kreviteky, Nik and Lois Ericson Sha ed 1,1/19jiiing..iaiking Garments & Accessories With Simple
iyeedle:-&-Finger Weaving Techniques(New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Conipany;1974) $4.95

Wallach, Dona Z and Leoi;E Snow Weaving Off -Loom (Chicago: COntemporary. Books, 1978) $6.95

More advanced techniques for off-Joorin weaving wittolder'students.'

PendletonAlary Navajo & HoPi Weaving Techniques (1\tew York: Masmillan Publishing Company,
1974) $5.95

A must for teachers who,have their students do weaVing.

Basketry

Cary, Mara *Basic Baskets (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1975) $9.66, paperback $4.95

1-1pw'tO construct the most elementary basket forrfis with traditional techniques.

Meilach, Dona Z Modern Approach to Basketry with Fibers & Grasses (Nfew YOrk:I.Crown.Publithhers,
1974), $9,95, paperback $5.95

For intermediate students.

- a
Btitchery

Guild, Vera P Creative Use pf St4bhes* (Worcester, MA:- Davis. Publications, 1964) $3.75

Good introduction to basid stitches; activities for all levels.
- ^.,

Paludan, "Lis Easy Embroidery (New.York:. Taplingeo Eublishing Cornpany, 1975) $9.95

Good introduction to baelc stitches; actiVitiefor all levels.

Dendel, Esther W Needleweavingasy As Embroidery (9arden City, NY: Doubleday .& Company,
1976) $4.95 q.

. -

Easy ito use materials; activities can be adopted for all eleMentav students.

. Harvey,. Virginia Macrame: The Art of. Creative Knotting (New York: Van Nostrand 'Reinhold
Company, 1967) $1:956 paperback $5.95

boOd rexplanations of the technqiue; intermediate level. le

2 Kornerup, Ann-Mari EmbroideVyor Children* 0-dren* (New York: D Van Nostrand Company, 1969) $6.5r.

-Illustrations and useful. activities for all levels.

2 - Me,ilach, ,Dona 2 Macr4me..,D1,eative Design in Knotting (New York: Crown PubliShers, 1971) $9.9,8,
,paperback $4.95

Beautiful illustrations-14ery creative resource book; intertneclitite and up.

/ Photography;.
' 7 ,

1

i
)

Holter, Patra Pholog/raphy Without a Camera (New York: --'an Nostrand Reinhold Company; 1972)
.....f.,.' $9.95 r / , . z ,..

s
,,, , 6066 resource tlook; complete information,..Introduction tOphotographeor intermediate students.

,Cipsekv. Projects Usigg;PhotograPhy . Elementarylh ochester:',' NY: Eastman Kodak Company,
19/'5).' .95

'4;$4'

Go&c,Pattiffie.fOr all. elementary itudents:

'Not, listed in

7.;



APPENDIX H

It is suggested that students explore art- related careers, using the Career Information System or a listing;
of careers Similar to the f011owing: 7 ir

Advertising
s. .

graphic designer
art director
layout artist
illustrator
kpaste-up, artist
display artist .'
package designer
calligrapher "
type designer
wit-Mow decorator
photo :retoucher
sign painter
color consultant
photographer
"Publicitydirector

Architec ure .

.architect
city-planner
landscape .designer.

idrafter ,
4itfighting consultant,

architectural illustrator'

Cartooning/Cinematography

Cr Mi nOragY.

POI iCea,irtiet
:fttpoliceind legal photographer

Education

art teacher
dart consultant
art- therapist
crafts counselor
visual s artist
textboo author
art ist Ian

/art lect rer
.artist-in-residence
researcher

FashiOp'

cinematographer .
qt.ggyapher

ator,
ckgfourid artist

set -designer
art director
rnake00 artist
camera operator
special-effects artist
directer
wardrobe designer
properties artist

Crafts

ceramist
jeweler
weaver
leather after
metal cra worker

-cabinet' worker
stained glass designer

rs

moder makei
illustrator

Interior Design

interior .dedignef
furniture designer': 4
antique restorer
illustrator
drafter

_fabric csultant
*lighting consultant

color consultant
accessories -designer
lighting designer 'T

carpet designer'

Journalism

couturier
.fashion ill tratOr''
faShion etitor .

fashiori designer
fashion photographer
hair stylist'
jewelryi:Otigner.
-dressmaker

Fine Arts

. painter,.
waterc lorist
Sculp r
print aker
photo rapher

Cart fil maker
muralist

dlWoocarver
serigfapherc 4

,"

art editor
':art publisher
illustrator
layout artist
cartoonist
caricaturist
political cartoonist
5greeting card design
calligrapher.-
graphie.destgner

'.;photogrOper
lithographer,
photograPhditor
produCtion-cMariager

Medic

medical ilk.,

Military

functional designer
caFtographer a,.
raining aids artis
erial photograph

stratoki,

inter',

Museurnoand Gallery

Industiy'

industrial engineer
art dir,ector
design cbnsultarit
industrial photOgrapher
typography.dasigner
textile designer
package designer

-:;....product designer
,design engineer
window trimmer
,toordesigner

directdr
curator



art librarian
restorer
researcher
guide
lecturer
art school instructor
gallery owner
art dealer
artist's agent

, sales representative
di play artist

4,

illustrator
4,'Icstortrait, photographer
4: photo journalist.

fathio09hotographer
news pfiotographer
industrial photographer
commercial photographer
science photographer

Photography

Television

set designer
costume designer
title designer
animator
background artist
art director.

Science

Theatre anrl-Dance

set designer -

costume designer
makeup artist
lighting consultant
choreographer
graphic artist
puppetmaker
prop designer
artistic director

,technical- iNustrstor
'medics liillustrator
science photodbraPher
-display artist

- cartographer
teseaTclier-

ork artist
ator

J 0
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APPENDIX

Statewide Art Organizations

Several organizations are resources for the school district art programs:

Oregon Art Education Association
PO Box 02254
Portland 97202

Oregon Arts Commission
835 Summer Street NE
Salem 97301,
(503) 378,73625,

Oregon Artist Slide Bank Archive
Portland Center for,the Visual Arts
11 7 NW Fifth

'Portland 97209
(slides of OregOn artists available
for educational purposes)

Visual Arts Resources
c1802 Moss Street
ElOene 97403

-' (travbling exhibitions and
visjtinb artists)

Oregon Alliance for Arts Education
PO BOx 681
Can* 97013.

Artists :in-the-apho6li.
835 Summer Street'NE
Salem 97301

.(503) 378-0T91

Northwest Media. Project
PO Box 4093
Portland 97208
(film,,rentals and speakerS bureau)

Young Audiences
Oregon Pioneer Building
Room 426
320 SW Park !"
Portland 97204
(quality performing artists for
school audienceS)



A PATTERN FOR AO- K-12

h**/
YOUR VIEWS ARE IMPORTANT! After you read and examine this publicatioh, please forward your Comments to the
publications staff of the Oregon Department of Education:If you would rather talk by telephone, call us at 378-8274.
Or, for your convenience, this response form is provided.

PLEASE RESPOlOs.; that your views can be considered as we,plan future publications: Simply cut out the form, fold
and mail it back 1 t' e want to hear from youl

Did you read this publickion?

Completely
More than half °
Less than-half

___ Just skimmed

Does this,publication fulfill its purpose as stated in the
preface or introduction?

Completely
Partly
Not at all

Did you find this publication.useful in your work?

9,11en

Sometimes
Seldom
Never

Whicii'section is Most valuable?

What type of work do yOu'clo? r.

Classroom teacher.
Consultant/to classroom teachers
School administrator ?

Other

Did you find thecontent,to bg stated clearly and
accurately?..

Always yes
In general, yes
I n general, rt,
Always no '

Other.

.

Were the contents presented In a.convenient format?

Very easit to Lige*

L Fairlir easy
____ Fairly difficult
_ Very difficult
_. Other

Did you find this publication to be free of discriva, ation
or biased content towards racial, ethnic, cultura i-

capped,,and religious groups, or in terms of sex'stereotyping?

Yes, without reservations
Yes, with reservations -
No ;

Other

What is your impression of the overall appearance of the
?ublicatibh (graphic art, style, type, etc.)?

Excellent
ould you recommend this publicetion to a colleague? Good

Fair
Yes, without reservations Poor
Yes, with, reservation
*Jo
Other

t

When this _publication is revised, ihhat changes would. .y,pu like to see miCie?
,-, i-

Additional coinmesits. (Attach a sheet ;if you` wish.)



Fold here and seal

No Postage
Necessary
if Mailed

in the
United States

.BUSINESS REPLY '.MAIL ,

FIRST CLASS PERMIT1010. 168, SALEM, OREG9N

POSTAGE WILL BE PAH) BY A9DREss88

Publications Section
Oregon Department of Education
Salem, oOregon 97310
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